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The zonal temporal averages of albedos at the top of the atmosphere
has been considered as a function of the length of the day. The length
of the day is used to determine the average daily values of u o = Coseo
The length of the day and the value of e  were computed from an
Astronomical equation. Polynnaminal fits of the slope and intercept
functions of As and Ac as function of cos e o were obtained by using the
sample values of Dave and Braslau (1974) of albedos corresponding to
solar zenith angles from 0 4000 with interval of So. The daily zonal
values of uo and the surface albedos have been used to compute the daily
zonal values of albedos at the top of the clear (As) and cloudy
atmosphere (Ad. These zonal daily average values of As and Ac were
used to compute the zonal monthly and annual averages of As and Ac. The
monthly zonal cloud fractions were used to compute planetary albedo A at
the top of the atmosphere. The global values of monthly albedos As, Ac,
and A were computed by using the weighting function defined as the








Satellite observations of the earth's albedo are constrained due to
the characteristics of the satellite orbits. Most of our presently
existing albedo data has been collected from satellites situated in sun-
synchronous, near polar orbits. Such orbits allow observations at a
fixed time of day for each latitude observed. These satellite data are
then used in forming monthly averaged values. The assumption usually
made in forming such averages is that albedo observed is applicable for
the entire day. It has been shown that the albedo of clear and cloudy
atmospheres do depend on the solar zenith angle. In the present study,
the angular models of Nack and Curran (1978) have been used. These
angular models were analyzed and in this model the updated version of
the model is presented. These models were used to compute more accurate
monthly averaged albedo.
This technical memorandum is consisted of two sections. Section I
presents the theory and assumption and general discussion of the causes
and computations of albedos at the top of the atmosphere. Section II is
related to Data Processing which include the design and development of
outer programs for computation: of averaged monthly zonal albedos at
the top of the atmosphere. Table on page A-1 is about organization of
input data files and their source. The output in the form of tables
representing the zonal monthly averaged values of T mj time(in length of
day) in hours of day, (2) moments of u(cosine of solar zenith angle)
(3) slopes of As and Ac, intercepts as As and Ac and planetary albedos
and global values of As and Ac and planetary albedos are given along
with the discussion of model in Section I. The numerical averaged zonal
monthly values of T,,, As Ac , cloud fractions, surface albedo and A
albedo at the top of the atmosphere from July 1975-Dec 1976 were
plotted. The plots are given in figures 1-6.
Pages A-11 - A-30 include the flowcharts, programs developed and
the description of model for computation of albedos at the top of the
atmosphere. This computer program designed for the computations of
albedo can be utilized to compute tht. averaged values of albedos (zonal
or global) at the top of the atmosphere with or without clouds for any
day, month of any year. In this the results were computed for years
1975 and 1976. 'Ilse results in the form of tables were checked against
physical intuition and other sources and were found accurate. (refer to
Jacobowitz et al.). The assumption made in this analysis were that the
monthly zonal cloud fractions of Curran et al. 1978 were representative
of all times of day for that month. The resulting monthly zonal albedos





The albedo of the earth -atmosphere system is defined as the ratio
of reflected solar irradiance to that incident from the sun. For the
present study the system albedo, denoted A s
 for cloud free and Ac
 for
cloudy, is assumed to be a function of the surface albedo a, the solar
zenith angle e o and a cloud optical thicimess Tc
. 1he surface albedo a
is defined in a manner similar to the system albedo, i.e., the surface
albedo a is the ratio of the irradiance reflected from a surface to that
incident upon it. For the purposes of the present study, the surface is
assv . ad to be a Lambert reflector. It should be noted that the
reflectance of natural surfaces may depend an the angular distribution
of the incident radiation. This latter dependency is assumed to be
second order to the parameterization being investigated. The cloud
optical thickness is defined at 0.55 um.
The albedo at the top of the atmosphere A is considered to be
dependent on: (i) solar zenith angle ec, (ii) length of in day, (iii)
surface albedo a and cloud fractions fc (Lattitude. ♦ 87.5 - - 87.5




4Daily mud Monthly Zonal Averaged Albedos At The
Top of The Atmosphere, Solar zenith Angle
And The Weighingting ,Ptctions
One of the basic problems in acquiring climatalogical radiation
data from satellites is that of temporal sampling. A polar orbiting
satellite wil: sample the reflective irradiance which is used to compute
all ►edos at thre top of the atmosphere at a given time of the day for many
locations so that global spatial sampling is achieved. A geostationary
satellite could sample a given region of the globe with high temporal
resolution so that a costly systkn of well spaced geostationary
satellites could give the temporal snd spatial sampling resolution. We
will now show how e o (t) time; deptaident solar zenith angle
parametorization of albedos can be used to overcome the temporal
sampling problem of the less costly polar orbiting satellite.
To compute time averages at a latitude 1 and longitude, a, the
surface albedo, adl is assumed to remain constant for the period of one
day.	 (adl • surface albedo at the lth latitude and on the dth day of
the year.) The time dependence of the solar zenith angle ao (t) can be
computed from a well known equation of astronomy:
eo (t) = cos'l uo (t)	 (1)
Po(t) = sin  disinm + cos d dl cos 0 cos H(t)
H(t) - 27t /T
where ^ is the latitude , d dl is the solar declination on the d th day
and lth latitude, T is the earth ' s rotation period (24 hrs), t is the
t
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time clasped since noon, and H is the hour angle.
The time of sunrise and sunset :Td1 are defined by uo(t) • 0 such
that
cos (27r Tdl/T) - -tans dl tan 	 (2)
Tdl - 2n cos-l(-tand dl tan¢)	 (3)
Tdl - 0 Fer ( - tan d dl tan Q) 11
Tdl 
-12 For (• tan tan 0 ) < I
If we donote T., as the average values of time of sunrise and
sunset at latitude Ifor mth month of the year and n is the number of
days in the nth noath.
Ta1 nE Tdl	 (^)
d=1
(See table of Tal on page 7.8,
The ninimm solar zenith angle, Od l , is determined by t-0 so that
cos e& - sin 6d1 sin ^ ♦ cos 6d1 cos ¢
cos 9dl - cos ( t - 6d1)
@dl - 0 - ddl
6If M; let (tl , t2) _ (Tdl,Tdl), the daily averaged values at
latitude 1 of (i)u dl(t), ( ii) the cloud free albedo, As (adl,tdl) and
(iii), total cloud cover Ac (adl,tdl,Tc) albedos can be given as
follows
	 [ref. 1N NC (78057) (Aug 1978)3





(Refer uml tables of 1975 and 197E on pages Yo and u.)




Ac (adl,tdl,Tc) - 1/2Td1 f Ac[adl ,cos Y3 (t),Tc] r [uo(t)/^dl ]dt 	 (7)
-Tdl
Due to simplicity of our eo parameter of As (a, uo) and Ac (a,VqTc), we
will only need to compute udl and the weighted mean values of u^l(t)
defined by:
u	 (cose^ndi = 1/2 Tdl fTdl cosn eodl(t)[uo(t)/ediod1 =	 t	 (e)
-T di
(,
,on dl for n = 11 2, 3, 4. Tables in pages
	 ) .
for n = 1,2,3,4,..... . in order to obtain daily averaged values of
Bquations S. If we view the time dependent albedos to be specifically
TABLE 1
AVERAGE ZO NAL MONTHLY TIME IN HRS ELASPED FROM NOON TO SUNRISE OR SUNSET
M TRIl ix	 !!75




77.5	 0. ( I	 0.9473
72.5	 0.0	 2.6911







37.5	 4. 0671 5.3166
5.Ob^0 5.4;;37
27.5	 5.1378 5.5379
c x.c , s
17.`	 5.54L'3 5.71-06














-57.`	 8. 4 :.. 7.4:74
-6:.5,	 9.1505 7. r,
-67.5 1(1-.6 S 7: 8.1954





3.9679 11.0000 12.0000 12.000^ 12.0000 12.0000
4.6830 11.2341 12.0000 12.0000 12.0000 12.0000
5.3466 9. V?" 12.0000 12.000( •
 12.0,00; 11.2956
5.5515 8.2116 11.5268 12.0000 12.(,100 9.7017
5.6617 7.6201 9.7496 11.8969 10.8898 8.4747
5.7329 7.26E3 8.7243 9.6549 9.2417 7.9041
5.7823 7.0274 8.1456 8.7928 8.5161 1.SZ90
5.8196 6.649; 7.7500 8.c443 8.03460
 7.2567
5.8491 6.7082 7.442? 7.8438 7.6773 7.042.7
5.8134 6.593? 7.2067 7.529: 7.3940 6.8742
5.6940 6.4960 7.005! 7.2699 7.1591 6.7199
5.9120 6.4113 6.8313 7.041 6.9576 6.6047
5.9281	 6.6774 6.85:c 6.7797 6.493?
.0.9428 6.267(4 6.5379 6.6765 6.6187 6.39:!
5.95.1 ` 6.2032 6.408	 6.5138 6.4701 6.2912
5.9694 6.1428 6.287: 6.3607 6.330! 6,2095
5.981E 604S 6.1104 6.214( 6.1959 6.1144
5.9iY4v" 6.02S! 6.0'56` 6.0701 6.0549 6.0412
6.006!, 5.97!9 5.94?` 5.9291 5.935: 5.9507
b.0' 1'"	 5.91 ` " 	 ! . 0,96 :.loc! 5 ^i4! r y^ri.^.	 .,.	 ^.	 .v•.	 a. . J.
6.03V`5 5.8:7: 5.7122 5.6?K 5.6595 5.7904
6. (i4:5 5.796: 5.50!. 5.4; 5
	 5. 50:05 5.701Q.
6.071 5.73:9 5.45_! 5.32:` 5.34:: 5.6079
6.071S 5.6542 5.3:26 5.14: 5.2:03 5.50x7
6.OIFK 5.52St 5.1557 4.95:9 5.04:4 5.39`•:
6.1060 5.5(W 4.9940 4.730: 4.840° 5.270:
6.14".1
 5. 4^:'. 4.793? 4.4101 4.600 5.1255
I!Avd to x,24!5 4.5`_-17 4.155: 4.3127 4.9543
6.1504 5.!5:4 4.201-'! 3.7`5; 3.965: 4.14?:•
6.2:77 4.91:6 3.85:4 3.207 3.4c 1 i 4.4710
6.1671 4.7317 3.1757 1.34;;; 2.758'3 4.0955;
6.337+ 4.3795 2.250: 0.1031 1.110: 3.10:
6.4474 3.7813 0.4132 0.0 	 0.0	 2.293;
6.6531 2.3667 0.0	 0.0	 0.0	 0.70!1
7.3170 0.7659 0.0	 0.0	 0.0	 0.0
8.0321 0.0	 0.0	 0A	 0.0	 0.0
91719 0.0
	 0.0	 C.0	 6.1202
7.1900 11209 0.0	 0.0	 6.1253
6.9945 2.8352 0.0	 0.0	 6.1185
6.6800 4.0585 0.6382 0.0	 6.1076
6.5123 4.56°9 2.4095 0.1509 6.0879
6.4057 4.6770 3.3672 2.3628 6.0593
6.3306 5.0872 3.9186 3.2187 6.0462
6.2740 51472 4.3028 3.7643 6.0374
6.2292 5.3714 4.5945 4.1630 6.0309
6.1923 5.4733 4.8285 4.4763 6.0257
6.1609 5.5`95 5.0:40 4.7346 6.0213
6.1335 5.047 5.191.6 4.9556 6.0176
6.1091 5.70:7 5.3420 5.1501 6.0143
6.080	 5.4774 5.3259 6.0113
6.0660 5. 6,195 5.6028 5.4;'3(' 6.0086
5.0464 5.8731 5.7210 5.6405 6.0060
6.0276 5.9247 5.834 4 5.7867 6.0035
6. ON: 5.9750 5.9451 5.9293 6.0011
5.9?08 6.0250 6.05 4' 6.0707 5.9987
5.4124 6.075: 6.1656 6.2133 5.9963
5.9536 6.1169 6.27^ Cl 6.3`5. 5 5.9938
5.9 ;0, 6.18('`_ 6.391-: 6.5!20 5.9912
5.913 6.237: 6.5226 6.6741 5.9884
5.Fc 59 6.29;",, 6.65?0 6.84 0; 5.985=
5.86.1• 4 065: 6.801; 7.0444 5.9812
5.8?9! 6.440 6.9760 7.2654 5.9785
5.8077 6.5:67 7.1715 7.!:37 5.9741
5.770 6.624c 7.40`5 7.8370 5.9699
5.7:60 6.751E 7.5?11 8.:?57 5.9624
5.6694 6.910E 8.040 8.7813 5.9536
5.594? 7.1230 8.632E 9.6372 5.9405
`.43576 7.4310 9.5905 11.8491 5.9119
5.3:04 1.9414 11.3618 12.Ov00 5.89Z°
:.0f5` 9..164E 11.000( 12.00,(+(4 5.8814
4.0105 10.779! 12.000; 12. 1351-00 5.8746
2.7281 12.0OOG 12.OW0 !2.000 5.874
ORIGIN AL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY
TABLE ?
AVERAGE ZONAL MONTHLY TIME IN HRS ELASPED FROM NUON TO SUNRISE OR SUNSET
MTR11 TX	 1976
LAY	 ,Mh	 FED	 MR	 APR	 Mr	 JUN	 JUL	 AUC	 SEP	 OCT	 01
	DEC	 AVC
17.5	 O.0	 0.0	 4.2610 11.0000 11.0000 12.0000 12.0000 12.0000




	 1.0060 5.4416 9.7569 12.0000 12,000 12.0000 11.22.4
71.5	 0.0	 2.7116 5.6171 8.2856 11.58:3 12.0002 ,
 11.0000 9.606:
67.5	 1.28°9 3.1:11 5.7113 7,6696 9,8094 11.9:10 10.8:91 8.4189
6:.5	 2.810! 4.1140! 5.7713 7, 30.9 6.1569 9.66:` 9.1156 7.8678
57.5	 3.'5411 4.58? 4
 5.8136 7.M75 8.1724 8.7978 8.195: 7.5007
5:.5	 4.0091 4,8341 5.F4S! 6.873: 7.168: 8.2480 8.0110 7.13?9
47,5
	 4.358: 5.0: x: 5.9'OS 6.7187 7.4634 7.8467 7.6663 7.0269
4:.5
	 4,6314 5.18 79 5.?016 6.6104 7.2191 7.5316 7.3550 6.8586
37.!	 4,8646 5.3117 S. 909: 6.5103 7.0153 7.1716 7.1519 6.7169
31.5	 5.0;!9 5.43?i 5.911 47 6.113! 6.8396 7.0497 6.94.15 6.5940
27.5	 5.1351 5.5414 5.935! 6.1154 6.6941 6.8541 6.7749 6.1840
DK7 5.6354 5.95!: 6.:71? 6.543: 6.67! 6.:149 6.385:
:'.S	 S.5?93 5.7::? 5.9627 6.2090 6.1::5 6.511! 6.461: 6.29:9
1:.5	 5.6765 5.90!1 5.9735 6.1469 6.2900 6.361: 6.?1?1 6.:059
7,5
	 5. 103(- 5.994? 5.9 44 6. OS': 6.1% 1 6.:143 6.191' 6.1:::
M	 5.93:4 5,9616 5.994: 6.0 :80 6,0'7! 6.0710 6.0645 6.010`.
-:.5	 6.06?! 6.0 ?$4 6.0^.: 5. q'1: 5.94:9 5. 929i^ `.9:55 5.9!'5
- 7.S	 6.19:0 6,11`.' 6.0155 5.9::S 5.9:'9 5.78`7 5.8:53 5.8775
!:.5	 6.K'," 6.19 1 ; 6.ko: 5.E!31 5.7:2,2 5.00E	 5.6 1 19 5.'7911
-17.!	 6.401 6.:"_ 6.0% 5.79 1,0 !,5S'! 5.4!51 5.53:
	 5.7070
6-'4? 6,351! 6.04P 5.7:53 5.1.67
 5,3:'! 3.3S51
6.763 0
 6.4586 6.0;!5 5.6545 5.3159 5.!4.( ..::5: 5.51.4
6.9391 6.56:!' 6.0753 5.576
	
5.1604 4.9.0; 5.04S4 5,4060
-37.5	 7.1354 5.6 710 : 6.000' 5.459' 4.984 1
	4,94?: S.1?1
7.3d'.l 6.9! :l 6.W4 5.35 96 4.7S09 4,16S4 4,61!, , 5.!4!1
7.6419 6.970! 6.1:9: 5.17!3 /.5?65 1,1.3? 1.333' 4,9721
7.990. 7.W9	 1.:?11 3,751 3.9?90 4.766:
-57.5	 S X, 7 1. 1 !e6 6.18:4 4.94:5 3.8:76 3.10:: 3.5019 4.499:
-6:.!	 9.15 0? 1.199 6.2:97 4.6911 3.11 131 2.3374 2.7844
- 6 1 .`. !00110 F.:'9i 6.:5;' 4,33:4 2.19:0 0.0790 1.170: 3.51:1
-7:.5 11.00;-0 9,15 1 6.36?9 3.7144 0.4177 0.0
	 0.0	 1.3935
-77.5 12.0,10 IC.9939 6.5583 2.2432 0.0
	 0.0	 0.0	 0.7746
-5:.5 1:.(K I00 11.000 , 7.109. 0.6654 0.0
	 0.0	 0.0	 0.0
-67.5 1:000 12.000 7.7390 0.0
	 0.0	 0.0	 0.0
	 0.0
1.9669 0.0	 0.0	 0.0	 1.1123
7.7997 1.1123 0.0
	 0.0	 1.1096
6.900; 1.71.: 0.0	 0.0	 1.1031
6.6167 1,9813 0.5770 0.0
	 6.0917
6.4649 4,5194 2.3493 0.1168 6.0715
6.368! 4.8390 3.3314 2.3543 6.0492
4.30MO
 5.05W 3.8931 3.2131 6.0384
6.1497 5.1 :1 1,28;7 3.7601 6.0312
6.1080 5.35(6 1.578: 4.1597 6.0257
6.1 745 5.4558 4.1151 4.1136 6.0114
6.146: 5.51!0 5.0119 1,7324 6.0178
6.1211 516:16 5.1835 4.9538 6.0147
6.099) 5.6919 5.3346 5.14S7 6.0110
6.0758 5,7550 5,1 7 16 5.3:47 6.0095
6.0600 5.8136 5.5953 5.4871 6.001'1
6.0411 5.86S9 5.7179 5.6399 6.0050
6.0:50 5.91:; 5.83:5 5.7964 6.0010
6.O0S1 5.9742 5.9445 5.919; 6,0009
5.9 !7 6.M 6.07' 6.0'0; 5.9989
5.975' 6.0'75 6.1674 6.:136 5.9969
..957% 6.13:0 6.2::1 6.36^! 5,9946
5.9400 6.1864 6.1016 6.51:
	 5.99:6
6.2450 6.5:S4 6.675' 5.9903
5.9010 6.30:: 6.6654 6.5`11 5.9878
5.8795 6.3774 6.9165 7,045: 5.9851
5.K ?° 6X50 6. 0S'l 7.:675 5.981:
5.6:!' 6.5441 7.18 1 9 1.5261 5.9784
5.79:0 6.6494 7,4 :18 7.F403 5.9740
..7!13 6.777 9
 7.7173 8.239+ 5.9686
5.700+' 6.941; 9.106	 9.786? ..96!3
5.6?1S 1.1610 8.66 16 9.6456 5.9506
5..`351 7.49,-6 9 .650911.873. 5.9183
5.363? 9.0127 11.4ZX 11.00610 5.9081
5.09 / 9.11845 1:. W(1. 11. Wo 5.8968
10.991 7 1:.00', 1 ) 11.00^( 5.8901
3.0330 1:.0004 1:.0000 11.0000 5.1877
4I
•	 9
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AVERAGE ZONAL MONTHLY AND ANNUAL VALUES OF COSINE OF SOLAR ZENITH ANGLES
TABLE 3
MYRII !M4	 1175
LAY	 JAN	 FEB	 MR	 APR	 MY	 All	 A	 AUC	 SEP	 OCT	 MY	 KC	 AVC
	
87.5	 0.0	 0.0	 0.0180
	
82.5	 0.0	 0.0	 0.0601
	
77.5
	 0.0	 0.0109 0.1155
	
72.5	 0.0	 0.0513 0.1698
	
67.5
	 0.0201 0.1017 0.ZZ27
62.5 0.0767 0.1628 0035
57.5 0.lKi 0.2164 0.322k
	
51.5	 0.1875 0.2681 0.3693
	
47.5
	 0.2405 0.3176 0.4130
	
42.5	 0._1914 0.3646 0.4536
	
27.5
	 0.339' 0.409 7 0.4907
	
3:.5	 0.:9`.6 0.4496 0.5:47
	
27.5	 0.4:;': 0.4870 0.553;
	
".1





1:.5	 0.534	 0.575P 0.6152
	
7.5
	 0.5k:i 0.50k1 0.6:65
	
1.5	 0.55`; 0.6! 31
	
:.`	 0.63= 0.6:4:' 0.63`3
	
-7.`. 	 0. 1 ! 1 1 0.63!7 0.63:4
-1:.5 0.6:6' 0.123' O.K h
	
5	 0.00-, 0.6:105 0.6::0
	
-22.5	 0.614' 0.6:31 0.5042
-L	 0.6:3) 0.610` 0.5730
	
-3:.5	 0.6120 0.`,92: 0.546^
	
-37.5	 0.5960 0.5713 0.5166
	
-4:.5
	 0.57"! 0.5449 0.48:4
	
-47.5
	 0.541: 0.514; 0.4445
	




-6:.5	 0.4:77 0.397: 0.3!!1
	






-8..5 0.35Z3 0.113! 0.0-,9:
	



































































































































































































































Average Zonal Monthly and Annual Vnlu2s of Cosine of Solar Zenith Angles
MATRJI KK
	 1976
LAY	 JM	 FED	 MAR	 APR	 MAY	 JUN	 JUL	 AIX	 SEP	 OCT	 MY	 KC	 AK
i .
	
87.5	 0.0	 0.0	 0.0198
	
82.5	 0.0	 0.0	 0.0531
	
77.5
	 0.0	 0.0116 0.!185
	
72.5	 0.0	 0.05:4 0.1129
	
E7.5
	 0.0197 0.108, 0.2'56
6:.5 0.0762 0.1638 01166
	
57.5	 0. 132 3 0.2173 0.355
	
5:.5	 0.1970 0.2690 0.3719
	
47.5
	 0.2400 0.3184 0.4154
4Z.5 0.2909 0.364 0.4557
	
37.5	 0.3394 0.4094 0.4926
	
33.5
	 0.395: 0.4503 0.5257
	
27.5	 0.4278 0.4877 0.5549
	
1:.5	 0.46 7 1 0.5112 0.5797
	
17.5	 0.50:7 0.5508 0.6002
	






:.5	 0.5848 0.6134 0.6337
	






-12.5	 0.6:5	 0.6536 0.6:0
	
-17.5	 0.6:99 0.636' 0.611:
	






-3'&.%	 0.6:20 O.59:, 0.5454
	
-?7.5	 0.596: 0.5109 0.5149
	
-41.5	 0.57%2 0.5444 0.49:4
	-47.5
	 0.549? 0.5136 0.442?
	






-6:.5	 0.4279 0.?965 0.3090
	
-67.5	 0.3730 0.3499 0.159:
	






-82.5	 0.3530 O.Z?!4 0.0959
	





















































































0. 64'K 0.6290 0.6239
0.6176 0.6297 0.6311
0.6:17 0.625` 0.6334










































































































































dependent on uo(t) as a polynomial instead of generally dependent on
uo(t) then the daily averaged values of As [ad l ,uo ( t)] and Ac [adl,
uo(t),T.l are obtained by substituting undl and tC (t) in these
functions, or
As(adl,tdl) = As(adl,undl) 	 (9)
Ac(adl ,tdl) - Ac(adl-u n dl , TO	 (10)
(Analytical method of evaluation of the integral given in appendix page. )
Now to fit the results of Dave and Braslau (1974), 1975) linear




Ac(a, uo , Tc)= m^(uo)g( ic)a+Ac(0, PO , -^C)
AC [a, po,Ac(O,1,T) J.	 (12)
Terms dependent on higher powers of a were neglected since the fit
resulting from the linear functions seemed satisfactory.
t^
13
t	 Bquation (12)indicates that the explicit Tc dependence of A can be
replaced by an implicit dependence on A,. (0, 1, Tc). The slope factor
of Eq. 11 depends only on uo. However, the slope factor of Bq. 12 has
been separated into a factor dependent on
	
ac(uo), and a factor
dependent m cloud optical thickness g(;c).
Since the Dave and Braslau results were computed at only one
optical thickness (T c - 3.35), the present formulation sets g(3.35)
1.0. To accomodate other values of T c or Ac (0,1,T^ we require g to
decrease as its argument increases. A function which satisfies this
constraint is:
g(TC) ` 
g Ac(O,O,TC) . AC(0,1,3,35)AC(O,1,TC)
The purpose of the function is to dampen the dependence of Ac(a,u o,Tc)
on a as T c increases. A further constraint on g is
Ac (a, 00 , -Id > 1 .0	 -	 (14)
for all a including the extreme case of a - 1.0, since the realistic
atmospheric model of Dave and Braslau ( 1974, 1975) that we parameterize
includes absorption.
The intercepts As(O,uo) and Ac(O,uo,335) of Bqs 11 and 12 are
found using Table * of Dave and Braslat; ( 1974) for the atmospheric
models Cl and C1-ST, respectively. A polynomial fit to these data was
made as follows:




AVERAGED ZONAL MONTHLY AND ANNUAL VALUES OF INTERCEPT OF As
MTRII ASCMST IM
LAY	 JAN	 FEB	 MAR	 APR	 MT	 JUN	 SAL	 M1C	 91:P	 OCT	 MV	 EC	 AK
97.5 0.0	 0.0	 0.1692 0.2098 0.1356 0.1132 0.1215 0.1697 0.2805 0.0




































































































































































































































































































































AVERAGED ZONAL MONTHLY AND ANNUAL VALUES OF INTERCEPT OF As
MTRII ASCMST 1176
LAY	 JAM	 FEB	 MR	 APR	 MY	 JLM	 JUL	 ax	 5EP	 OCT	 MY	 DEC	 AK
87.5	 0.0	 0.0	 0.1672
82.5	 0.0	 0.0	 0.2674
7'..5
	 0.0	 0.1426 0.2275
72.5	 0.0	 0.2904 0.1852
67.5	 0.2472 0.2361 0.155
62.!	 0.2647 0.1945 0.1363
57.5
	 0.2162 0.1630 0.119"
5:.5	 0.179; 0.1393 0.1074
41.5




37.5	 0.1157 0.0994 0.0855
3:.!	 0.1044 0.OK I 0.0?::
21.`	 0.0959 0.0S63 0.0777
0.0c1E 0.0749
11.5	 0.0:4: 0.078: 0.0727
11.5	 U.OS^: O.OiS, 0.01!0
7.5	 0.0769 0.0730 0.0,.99
:.!
	 0.0743 0.^113 0.059:
-:.5	 0.012± 0.070: 0.06 ?1
-7.5
	
6'. i,7(c O.uS^^ O.Ot^'4
U.05'^9 0.06: 0.0'u:
-!1.5
	 0.06 01 0., n 4 0.('71K
-L.	 0.014: 0.015,
-:1.!	 0.07('0 0.0'14 0.0'°'
._.5	 0.0110 0.0 -,	 0.01,7
-37.!	 0.070 0.0156 0.09:!
-4:.5
	
0.014,'' C . . 07.",1 0.0c.7:
-4'.!	 0.0770 0.032' 0.093:
!	 0.00:1 C.OS"i , 0.:009
'51.5	 U.('35^ 0.01_9 C•.11 ;v
-62.5	 0.09!5 0.10^` 0.::4!
-67.5	 0.1000 0.1101 0.1427
-711 .5	 0.1120 O.1i46 0.1670
-77.!	 0.1194 0.1449 0.1995
-82. 1.	 0.122' 0.16: 0.24:6




















































































































































































































0.04 1; 0.04 9 0.1604
0.1023 0.0911 0.1579
0.1152 0.1033 0.1312





AVERAGED ZONAL MONTHLY AND ANNUAL VALUES OF INTERCEPT of Ac
IMTRII ACC1fST I973
LAT	 JAIL	 FEB	 MAR	 APR	 M1	 JUN	 AL	 AUC	 KP	 OCT	 NDV	 KC	 AVC
87.5 0.0	 0.0	 0.3945
82.5 0.0	 0.0	 0.6643
77.5 0.0	 0.3096 0.6944
72.5	 0.0	 0.7145 0.6777
67.5 0.5827 0.6973 0.6615
62.5 0.7069 0.6805 0.6457
57.5 0.6898 0.6641 0.6306
52.5	 0.6731 0.64S2 0.6163
47.5 0.6569 0.6329 0.602E
42.5	 0.6412 0.6184 0.5963
37.5 0.626'2. 0.6048 0.578P
32.5	 0.6!11 0.59:1 0.56.05
17.5	 0.598? 0.5805 0.5595
22. `	 (MWO 7 0.57^)O 0.5517
17.`	 0.575c 0.5607 0.545?
12.5	 0.52..,' 0.5528 0.5403
	
7.5	 0.5`70 0.5462 0.5367
	
2..,	 0.549' 0.5410 0.5341
-2.5	 C.`4S U.537^ 0.5340
-7.5	 0.53 c ; 0.5'49 0.5349
-12.5	 C.s62 0..,"2.4: G.5's73
-17. 	 0.534' 0.5'2.4: 0.54:1
-Z:.`	 U..,3^t 0..,?7C 6.5.54
-3	 0.5390 0.545: 0.5611
-'7.`,	 0.543` 0..,5:' 0.5704
-42.5	 0.51~4 0.56( 1: 0.5610
-47.5 0.`51' 0.5"4 MK1
-52.5 0.5654 0. '57 p 0.6054
-57 .5	 0.5756 0.5915 0.1!90
	
5	 0.5?': 0.604: 0.035
-67.5	 0.6C!M` 0.6181 0.6W'




-8:.5	 0.6356 0.6647 9.6990


















































































































































































































0.5350 0.5 146 0.5551















AVERAGED ZONAL MONTHLY AND ANNUAL VALUES OF INTEPCEPT OF Ac
MTRI1 ACL'trST 1976
LAT	 JAN	 FEF	 MF	 APR	 M1	 JUN	 .AL
	
A116	 SEP	 OCT	 IQV	 EC	 AK
I^
	
87.5	 0.0	 0.0	 1.3940
	82.5	 0.0	 0.0	 0.6869
	
r, .5	 0.0	 0.3237 0.6935
	
71.5	 0.0	 0.7141 0.676c
	
67.5	 0.559: 0.6970 0.6605
	
62.5	 0.7070 0.680: 0.6443
	
57.5	 0.6909 0.66n 0.6299
	







	 0.6414 0.6!8: 0.5:96
	
37.5	 0.6264 0.6046 0.578:
	
32.5	 O.t::	 0.5619 0.5690
	
27.5	 0.50y'0 0.5:'0: 0.5500
	22.`	 0.`:65 0.569? 0.5=13
	
17.5	 0.57:7 0.5606 0.5/5%"
	
1 1 5	 0.5 11 5Qc• 0.55: 7 0.5400
	
7.5
	 0.771 0.541: 0.5366
	
2.`	 0.c E 0.5409 0.5 ?46
0.54?; 0.5:': 0.5340





0. 141 3 	 0.5406 0.55 





-4:,5 C.54!:' 0.56(14 0.M.6
	-4 1 .`	 0.`9551 0.5:96 0.593?
O.S;S4 0.`95 •!: 0.606:
0.5:10 0.6N! 0.6344
	
-67.5	 C.60( 14 0.6146 0.6497
	
















































































































































































































































Asdl (0 ' o 





and* Ac(O,uO(t), C) - 0.73 - 0.25uodl
	
(16)
with Ac (0,1,3.35) - 0.2704 in this section. 7be solar zenith angle 00
is here measured in degrees. The % independent terns of Bqs. 15 and 16
are identically equal to the Dave and Braslau values for 00 - 0,. The
coefficients of Bqs. 15 and 16 were obtained by performing a least
squares difference minimization fit of the polynomial to the tabular
values of Dave ana Braslau. The solar zenith angle dependent values of
As (6, 0) and Ac (0,1;0 , d using Bqs. 15 and 16 are shown in Table A.
The slope functions ms
 and me of Bqs. 1 and 2 are determined by
using the above intercept values and making a best fit to the surface
albedo dependent results of Dove and Braslau. The values obtained by
this fitting procedure are shown in Table A for these three angles. The
three angles for which this best fit is considered are 6 0
 • 0, 6 0 ' 60,
So - 80. Refer NASA TM178057 HACK and Curran, figure 7 on page 28.





The Intercepts and Slopes of Linear Transformations
Intercept Slope90 Coseo As k as qc
`	 0 1.000 0.0483 0.1940 0.7213 0.5079
I	 S 0.9962 0.0486 0.1952 0.7213 0.5037
10 0.9848 0.0494 0.1989 0.7213 0.4977
15 0.9659 0.0506 0.2050 0.7212 0.4900
20 0.9397 0.0523 0.2136 0.7209 0.4804
25 0.9063 O.OS44 0.2247 0.7203 0.4691
30 0.8660 0.0568 0.2382 0.7192 0.4560
35 0.8192 0.0595 0.2S41 0.7171 0.4411
40 0.7660 0.0628 0.2725 0.7137 0.4245
4S 0.7071 0.0668 0.2933 0.7083 0.4060
SO 0.6428 0.0722 0.3167 0.7000 0.38S8
SS 0.5736 0.0796 0.3424 0.6877 0.3638
60 0.5000 0.0903 0.3706 0.6700 0.3400
65 0.4226 0.1057 0.4013 0.6451 0.3144
70 0.3420 0.1280 0.4344 0.6108 0.2870
75 0.2588 0.`-48 0.4700 O.S644 0.2579
80 0.1736 0.2046 03080 0.SO2S 0.2270
8S 0.0872 0.2606 0.5485 0.4212 0.1943
90 0.0000 0.3SO9 0.5914 0.31S7 0.1598
`N	
20
The functional relationships which were used to fit the v o
dependence of the slope functions of these three angles are given by:
nsdl( 




(t))-0.16326+0.3633vOdl -0.02501vd1 	 (18)
Albedo Computations
utlilizing the equation (6), (7), (15), (16), (17), and (lo`,
	
+Td i	 u (t)
(a,uo(t)) 2---IT°s(uo)+As(O,uo) G (t) t	 (19)Asdl 
Tdl
Ac(a,udl ( t), T C ) = 2T ^ I	 CmC ( tlO)g( Tc)+Acdl ( 0 ' u0' TC)'Wo¢-tj dt	 (ZU)
dl	 dl _
The values of Asm, and Acm, can be derived as





 (t), T ) - ^	 Ac (a,2(t )	 (22)
C	 ^d= t	 dl	 c	
vo (t) )
using the cloud fraction of curran et. al given on page A8
Monthly zonal averaged albedos have been derived as:
Am1 (As ' AC , ^)	 (1-fCal
 A +ACnlfCnl
	 (23)














 = 1 E	 Acm,	 (26)
12m=1
To compute the global, monthly and annual values of albedos As, At and A we




= £	 As,, r Sin ( 1 i ) - Sin 0 i + 1) ]	 (27)
i=1






Agm = E	 Ag(m)1Sin(1 i )-Sin( 1 i+1)]	 (29)
i=1






1 	 Agm	 (30)
Asg = 12 E2	
Asgm	 (31)
M=1





Asgm - average monthly global values of As
Acgm - average monthly global values of Ac
Agm - average monthly global values of A
22
Ag	 - average annual global values of A
Asg - average annual global values of As
Acg - average annual global values of Ac
Conclusion
Thus it has been shown how the average zonal, albedos at the top of the
atmosphere at any lattitude, for any day or month, can be computed. The
average annual or northern global, southern global or global values of albedos
can be derived.
This model of computations of albedos at the top of the atmosphere
utilizes the solar zenith angle, properties of clear and cloudy atmospheres.
Equation 19, 20 compute the average daily zonal values of A s and k—
Equations 21, 22, 23 derive the average monthly zonal values of As, Ac and
A. Equations 24, 2S, 26 derive the a..rage annual zonal values of A sp k And
A. Equations 27, 28, 24 compute the average monthly global values and
equations 30, 31, 32 derive the annual global values of A, As and Ac,
'Me average annual global value of albedo of the year 1976 is 35.111.
This is approximately higher by LS as given by Jacobvitze et al., as expected
TABLE a	 23
AVERAGED ZONAL MONTHLY VALUES OF SLOPES OF ALBEDOS
THE TOP OF THE CLOUD FREE ATMOSPHERE
MTR I1 ASLOPE 1975























































































































































0.6957 0.6 0': 0.693:
O.t9 OX III ! MEW
0.1 0 "0 0.653° 0.6794
0.Wl' 0.6773 0.6'C:
0.6?:? 0.6557 0.659!






































































































































































































Averaged Zonal Monthly Values of Slopes of albedos
At The Top of The Cloud Free Atmosphere
OTRI1 ASLOPE 1976
































































































































































0.6 11 0.6 ; 4-." 0.691:
C.6956 O.i" 0.6991
0.69:` 0.55 c 0.6'4:
0.6901 0.6S33 0.619:
O.WO 0.6770 0.670:





































































































































































































AVERAGE.MONTHLY ZONAL VALUES OF SLOPES OF ALBEDOS AT THE TOP
CLOUDY ATMOSPHERE
MTRII ACLOPE 1975
LAY	 JAN	 FEB	 MR	 APR	 MY	 .AAi	 .AL	 AUC	 SEP	 OCT	 MV	 KC	 AVC
11.5 0.0	 0.0	 0.0930
82.5	 0.0	 0.0	 0.1801,
17.5 0.0	 0.0747 0.:1R
72.5	 0.0	 0.1860 0.2404
67.5	 0.1405 0.2112 0.2649
62.5	 0.1971 0.2363 0.283?
57.5	 0.2:24 0.2610 0.3110
52.5	 0.2473 O.:B51 0.3342
47.5
	 0.2718 0.3084 0.3552
42.5
	 0.2957 0.3308 0.3748
37.5	 0.318E 0.3510 0.3929
X .5 0.3405 0.3719 0.40,4
27.5	 0.31!: 0.3.00: 0.4:37
1:.5	 0.3'^c^1 0.00 0.136:
17.5	 0.3919 0.4116 0.446`
11.5	 0.4137 0.4344 0.4545
7.5
	 0.4:7t 0.4450 0.460:'
2.5	 0.1?	 0.45 ?4 0.4127
..',	 0.44" 0.459` 0.4641
-7.5
	 6.45o: 0.4632 0.4632
-1:.5	 0.161: 0.451! 0.45'*s
-'.7.5	 0.467, 0.46?4 0.453:
-11.5	 0./c3' 0.1595 0.444!
-21.5	 0.46 1A 0.4`3,0 0.43 ?9
-3:.5	 0.45:: 0.:456 0.4:!0
-37.5
	 0. W& 0.4551 0.406:
-4:.5
	 0.429? 0.4::5 0.355
-47.`	 0.46','! 0.4078 0.3711
-51.5	 0.4:4: 0.3911 0.35::
-57.5	 O.39:! 0.37:8 0.329Y
-6:.5	 0.379? 0.3529 0.307',
-67.5	 0.3`?; 0.3314 0.194:
-71.5	 C.?345 0.308: 0.1601
-77.5
	 0.3151 0.1827 0.235!
-S:.5	 0.?0:7 0.11600 0.2103






































































































0.1361 0.: 4 :: 0.:9:1
C.Z11: 0.220: 0.:561




























































































































AVERAGE MONTHLY ZONAL VALUES OF THE SLOPES OF ALBEDOS AT
THE TOP OF CLOUDY ATMOSPHERE
IMT111 ACLM 117
LAT	 JAN	 F13	 MAR	 AFR	 MAT	 JUN	 JUL	 AU6	 SEP	 OCT	 NOV	 DEC	 AK
87.5 0.0	 0.0	 0.0987 0.2281 0.2842 0.3101 0.2983 0.2516 0.1840 0.0
	 8.0	 0.0	 0.1382
	
82.5	 0.0	 0.0	 0.1866
	
77.5
	 0.0	 0.0764 0.2170
	
72.5	 0.0	 0.1864 0.2419
	
67.5	 0.1350 0.2117 0.2663
	






5:.5	 0.'471 0.2855 0.3354
47.5 0.2716 0.3083 0.3563
	
42.5	 0.:955 0.3?14' 0. 1,7159
	
31.5	 0.318`. 0.3524 0.3939
	
32.5	 0.3404 0.372" 0.4101
	
27.5	 0.351	 0.3905 0.424`_
	
22.5	 G.?=Y_ 0.4^?1 0.4?5^
	
17.5	 0.3916c- 0.4:1 0, 0.4470
	
12.5	 0.4135 0.4346 0.4549
	
7.5
	 0.4:75 0.445: 0.4606
	
2.5	 u.43^	 0.45?` C.46:'.
	
-^.5	 U.44W C.459; 0.4640
:.46" 0.46?:
0.4:'1 0.41;5 0.45 i1
0. 113! 0.46_'4 0.45:7




-.1.5	 0.411 1 0.45:1 0.43?:
	
?:.5	 v.45;c 0.^^54 0.4:0:
0.44 05 0.4349 0.405:
	





-5:.5	 0.4:4: 0. ?909 0.3502
	
-5'.5	 0.?'>_ 0.??^5 0.32'?'
	
-6d, . cj	 0.3sc'0 0.3[25 0.306_'
	
-67.5	 0.35'90 ('.34; (, 0.2c:c
	-72.5	 0.3350 0.3076 0.2507
	
-77.5
	 0.3155 0.ZEN 0.2341
	
-82.5	 0.3029 0.25?6 0.208
	




















































































0. 1 4 49 0.4444 0.4543
0.434 0.43'x' 0.4,,.5
0.42, 16 0.4:65 0.4435






















































































































































62.5	 0.5434 0.5347 0.'.=07
57.5 0.4831 0.4600 0.4451
	
52.5	 0.4421 0.4254 0.3725
	
47.5


















2:.5	 0.16:'4 0.1571 0.1442
	
1?.5	 0.1`-:? 0.1471 0.1422
	






2.5	 0.136	 0.1340 0.1321
-7.5
	
-!c.5	 0.1`7 0.125' 0.1:5;
	
-2:.5	 0.132. 0.!K9 0.257
0.13:° C.!34Q 0.1378
	
-32.5	 0.126' 0.1207 0.13?6
	
-3^.5	 0.!212 0.12?9 0.1370
	







-57.5	 0.14ho 0.!529 0.1715
	
-6:.5	 0.1653 0.1661 0.1991
	
-61.5	 0.369	 0.:901 0.3430
	
-r.5	 0.!5:>5 0.5210 0.544:
	
-77.5	 0.571: 0.56°5 0.581:
0.587 9 0.5532 0.5811
































































































































































































































AVERAGE ZONAL VALUES OF ALBEDOS AT THE TOP OF THE
CLOUD FREE ATMOSPHERE
MTR11 AS	 1976











































































































































0.1:?: C.li3c 0 .1434
cj0.!3:! 0.1105 0.1...
0.1-! l 0.!54 , 0.!.,^
0.!44' 0.!590 0.17!7
0.14 •?; 0.!64 0.!732
0.157 C.1S:4 0.!964





































































































































































































































p	—82.5 55' SJ • 0)
72.5

















LAT	 JAM	 FEE	 MR	 APR	 M y 	JW	 A	 AU6	 SU	 OCT	 WJ	 DEC • AK
87.5 0.0	 0.0	 0.42%




71.5 0.0	 0.7679 0.7448
67.5 0.6236 0.7589 0.7387
61.5	 0.7618 0.7464 0.7238
57.5	 0.7415 0.7225 0.6992
52.5	 0.7243 0.7060 0.6741




37.5	 0.645; 0.6241 0.5987
0.6305 0.6110 0.5'93
21.5	 0.S!107 0.600 0.5791
21.5	 0.604 , 0.55:9 0.5701
11.5	 0.59:4 0.5756 0.5641
1Z c.	 0. .`x14 0.569:, 0.5575
7.!
	 0. 11313 0.56?! O."4:
2.5	 0.5b:4 0.558: 0.5523
-1.5	 0.5547 0.5517
-1.5




-4r.5	 0.55Jt 0.5579 0.56x6
-32.`	 0.556` 0.56^9 0.5754
-:7.5	 (.556: U.5t5: 0.`842
-42.5 0.56(5 0.57P 0.59:5
-47.5
	
0.56i l 0.`815 0.6752




-6:.5	 0.604	 0.6!9; 0.6491
-67.F	 0.66:t 0.61,73 0.6996




-62.5	 0.7325 0.7471 0.7646


























































































































































































































0.7 34 0.7249 0.5024
0.7376 0.7234 0.4474
0.740! 0.7301 0.3923
AK	 0.58515 0.59566 0.60 1 38 0.59M 0.58909 0.57761 0.58::4 0.59163 0.59792 0.598;7 0.59034 0.57941 0.590:6
Assuming Ac (0,1,"1' ) - 0.48 from Eq. (16).
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LAT	 IAN	 FED	 W	 APR	 MT	 EMI	 AL	 AU6	 SEP	 OCT	 WV	 KC - WC
87.5 0.0	 0.0	 0.4253
82.5 0.0	 0.0	 0.7460
77.5 0.0	 0.3485 0.7613
72.5 0.0	 0.7677 0.744^
67.5 0.5986 0.7557 0.7382
62.5 0.7619 0.7462 0.7233
57.5	 0.7416 0.7223 0.6986





	 0.6813 0.6616 0.6166
37.5 0.6452, 0.6239 0.598
32.5 0.6309 0.6108 0.5885
27.5	 0.6166 0.6001 0.5787
L1 .5  0.6045 0.5988 0.5697
17.5	 0.59:5 0.5744 0.563;
12.5	 0.5815 0.50: 0.5573
7.5	 0.57?? 0.5630 0.5511
	
2.5	 0.56 1.5 0.55:' 1 0.5'.
-? 5	 0.5609 0.55:6 0.5511
-7.5
	 0.55 1.1. 0.55:° 0.5566
-17.5	 0.55:3 ('.552` 0.55E6
-21.5	 0.55:t 0. 	 0.570!
?2.5	 0.5544 0.5610 0.5751
	
5	 0.5567 0.51:,,3 0.5847
-42.`	 0.5,0` 0.5711 0.595.
-47.5	 0.5 6,93 0.5£17 0.605,E
-52.5	 0.577A 0.5917 0.6179
-57.5	 0.5°1.9 0.6059 0.6337
-62.5	 0.6047 0.6194 0.6199
-67.5	 0.6616 0.6575 0.690
-72.5	 0.7135 0.7166 0.7399
-77.5	 0.725E 0.7359 0.7566
-82.5	 0.73:4 0.7413 0.7651






















































































0.55 4: 0.5541 0.556^
0.554; 0.5;43 0."43




0.5"K 0.57,3 ' 0.56'01
0.5£54 0.51'0: 0.5682



































































































































AV8	 0.58476 0.59578 0.60148 0.5983! 0.58889 0.577411 0.58246 0.59175 0.59190 0.59808 0.59013 0.57944 0.59048
Assuming Ac (0,1,'(' )











82.5	 ' . 0—)
	
 \\\'M	 ^/ lam^ . O	 ^n `^ J^
62.5—	 .0
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AVERAGE MONTHLY, ZONAL AND GLOBAL VALUES OF
ALBEDOS AT THE TOP OF THE ATMOSPHERE
	LAT	 JAN	 FED	 MAR
	
17.5	 0.0	 0.0	 0.0
	
82.5	 0.0	 0.0	 0.0
	
77.5
	 0.0	 0.0	 0.0
	
72.5	 0.0-	 0.0	 0.0
	
67.5	 0.0	 0.0	 0.0
	












42.5	 0.0	 0.0	 0.0
	
37.5	 0.0	 0.0	 0.0
	
32.5	 0.0	 0.0	 0.0
	
27.5	 0.0	 0.0	 0.0
	
22.5	 0.0	 0.0	 0.0
	
17.5	 0.0	 0.0	 0.0
	
12.5	 0.0	 0.0	 0.0
	
7.5	 0.0	 0.0	 0.0
	
2.5	 0.0	 0.0	 0.0
	






- 1 2.5	 0.0	 0.0	 0.0
	
-17.`	 0.0	 0.0	 0.0
	




-32.5	 0.0	 0.0	 0.0
	
-37.5	 0.0	 0.0	 0.0
	
-4Z.5	 0.0	 0.0	 0.0
	
-47.!




-57.5	 0.0	 0.0	 0.0
	
-62.5	 0.0	 0.0	 0.0
	
-67.5	 0.0	 0.0	 0.0
	
-72.5	 0.0	 0.0	 0.0
	
-77.5
	 0.0	 0.0	 0.0
	
-82.5	 0.0	 0.0	 0.0
	
-87.5	 0.0	 0.0	 0.0
•
	
AVC	 0.0	 0.0	 0.0
MATRII KM IM
JM	 JL	 AUC	 SEP	 OCT	 MY	 KC
0.0	 0.6093 0.6069 0.6359 0.0	 0.0	 0.0
0.0	 0.600: 0.5791 0.6278 0.2719 0.0
	 0.0
0.0	 0.5609 0.5334 0.6025 0.5234 0.0
	
0.0
0.0	 0.4939 0.4792 0.5557 0.5671 0.241 0.0
0.0	 0.4446 0.433` 0.5016 0.5603 0.6112 0.1306
0.0	 0.4067 0.4116 0.4635 0.5229 0.5657 0.5792
0.0	 0.3854 0.3945 0.4040 0.4641 0.5254 0.5571
0.0	 0.3707 0.3787 0.3814 0.4238 0.4893 0.5204
0.0	 0.3485 0.3511 0.' W 0.3841 0.4487 0.4865
0.0	 1 .3272 0.3244 0.3r1Z 0.3486 0.4034 0.4360
0.0	 ;,.30?5 0.2984 0.3040 0.3181 0.3662 0.398`
O.0
	 0.281E 0.2957 01813 0.2939 0.3197 0.3654
0.0	 0.286? 01842 0.3110 0.2700 O.Z99e 0.3340
0.0	 0.284` 0.2896 0.2646 0.1641 0.2793 0.3030
0.0	 0.28;7 0.3011 0.27e9 0.2687 0.259E 0.1780
0.0	 0.155 0.295: 0.1486 0.2717 0.1582 0.2681
0.0	 0.2775 0.279` 0.2833 0.2742 0.258	 0.2676
0.0	 0.262 9 0.2639 0.2701 0.26S0 0."97 0.2671
0.0	 0.48' 0.214 % 0.2,583 0.2144 0.2529 0.26?9
0.0	 0.24?5 0.24&19 M5 91 0.153.' 0.15`.3 (.2656
0.0	 0.2466 0.240! 0.264`, 0.15:7 O.Z!30 0.2669
0.0	 0.:672 C.26V 0.2t!: 0.2:34 0.7!El 0.2669
0.0	 0.29!: 0.2K.- 0.3019 0.2775 0.2627 0.2667
0.0	 0.3!70 0.305' 0.3:9` 0.297; 0.2764 0.2797
0.(-	 0.51 4 1) 0.3399 0. ,A72 0.3 2: 0.3032 0.1972
0.0	 0.3777 0.3669 0.371; 0.3576 0.3406 0.3M
0.0	 0.418 1 0.40!0 0.403? 0.3909 0.?762 0.3635
0.0	 0.4!x! 0.452! 0.4499 ( 1 .44P 0.4170 0.40?9
0.0	 0.4SK 0.501: 0.5J5! 0. 5i:
	
O.We I 0.4`!3
0.0	 0.`.21: 0.!`0 0.57!5 0.`.7`0 0.53!5 0.5146
0.0	 0.60?1 0.649` 0.0!! 0.059 0.59`7 0.5830
0.0	 0.465 0.60 0.665: 0.674&1 0.6510 0.643
0.0	 0.0	 0.60°2 0.67e? 0.6890 0.679: 0.6772
0.0	 0.0	 0.249E 0.6820 0.68:9 0.6763 0.6726
0.0	 0.0 .	 0:0	 0.6120 0.69:5 0.6649 0.6576
0.0	 0.0	 0.0	 0.'30!0 0.6961 0.66"45 0.6553


















































































































*Average monthly global value of albeao
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TABLE 17
ti	 AVERAGED MONTHLY ANNUAL, ZONAL AND GLOBAL VALUES OF
r	 ALBEDOS AT THE TOP OF THE ATMOSPHERE
rAM f km 1176
`	 :Ai	 A	 FEB	 MAR	 AM	 MAY	 JUN	 JUL	 AUC	 SEP	 OCi	 IDV	 DEC	 AK
87.5 0.0 0.0 0.30 0.6640 0.601 0.634: 0.6107 0.6:'55 0.6181 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.3498
82.5 0.0 0.0 0.6277 0.653` 0.6569 0.6234 0.941 0.6062 0.6180 0.1465 0.0 0.0 0.3867
77.5 0.0 0.2893 0.64M 0.6421 0.6420 0.5976 0.5467 0.5647 0.59(9 0.5061 0.0 0.0 0.4178
72.5 0.0 0.6 1.40 0.6204 0.151 0.601 0.530`. 0.48?0 0.4979 0.5366 0.5979 0.Z287 0.0 0.A433
	67.5	 O.S292 0.68:7 0.6421 0.5858 0.5481 0.4741 0.4338 0.4494 0.4905 0.58'36 0.6160 0.1131 0.5119
	
6 1 .5	 0.5894 0.6404 0.5896 0.3357 0.4919 0.4392 0.4029 0.4200 0.4518 0.5542 0.3929 0.6180 0.5268
	
57.5	 0.5581 0.5806 0.5290 0.4745 0.4460 0.4130 0.3896 0.3991 0.4177 0.5034 0.5538 0.5847 0.674
	
51'.5	 0.568 0.5235 0.4777 0.4366 0. 1 154 0.3990 0.3931 0.383: 0.:949 0.4621 0.5158 0.55:5 0.45%
	
47.5
	 0.4915 0.4765 0.4391 0.4001 0.3860 0.3760 0.3610 0.3640 0.3694 0.4240 0.403 0.5173 0.4228
42.5 0.439 0.4356 0.4068 0.3790 0.3621 0.3469 0.3397 9.3414 0.3445 0.3897 0.4166 0.4595 0.3A83
	
37.5	 0.3939 0.39`7 0.3740 0.3567 0.3370 0.3183 0.3106 0.3111 0. 1213 0.3536 0.3754 0.4030 0.3541
	
32.5	 0.3614 0.3609 0.3463 0.3310 0.3134 0.2955 0.2961 0.2910 0.2985 0.3201 0.3389 0.3566 0.3257
:7.5	 0.3307 0.3277 0.3103 0.2995 0.295(' 0.281 	 0.2904 0.280:
22.5	 0.3046 0.295: 0.2803 0.2658 0.42721 0.21:0 0.2803 0.2730
17.5	 0.29'0 0.:6"'` 4.&001 0.519 0.276(' 0.27b`. G.:B	 0. Z?,";
12.5	 0.2650 0.249;; 0.25:? 01536 0.279E 0.276` 0.2943 0.2874
7.5
	 01563 0.2467 0.2549 0.259E 0.27;4 0.2199 0.1733 0.275:
2.5	 0.2613 0.2612 0.2623 0.1628 0.2574 0.2596 9.2543 0.263°
0.2669 0.262E 0.25'9 0.251` 0.2429 0.24 n' 0.11 40 0.25?O
0..69 4 0.266'	 0.2451 0.218 0.146! 0.234; 0.217:
0.2663 0.&"6" 0.241 0.14_	 0.:4°'+ 0.2415 0.:31	 0.2534
-:7.5
	 0.26 1.7 0.2667 0.26`7 0.2599 0.26°C , 0..54' 0.255: 0.272E
-::.5	 0.[t:5 0.2679 0.2770 0.2773 0.298^ 0.280: 0.:?20 0.28cl
-27.5	 0.2674 0.:£:5 0.?978 0.394' 0.3173 0.3110 0.31:3 0.3100
0.2950 0.3060 0.32?9 0.3 8: 0.3531 0.34 3( 1 0.'34:'3 (.3?96
x.3'.71 0.335' 0.3`650.?735 0.3P13 0.3:63 0.'386`. 0.3755
.4:
	 190.5 	 0.3517 0.3	 0.386: 0.40:3 0.410 0.435` 0. 4 :'71 0.409?
-41.5
	 0.4006 0.3965 0.4	 0. 4 c 0.46 1 1 0.4755 0.4714 0.4560
-52.5	 0.4431 0.43:6 0.460(' 0.49? 4 0.502? 0.5074 0.5125 0.4749
-5".5	 0.499: 0.4 19: 0.5 1)99 0.5336 0.53« 0.5370 0.549: 0.578(1
-6:.5	 0.56C7 0.537: C. 5`97 0.57 0 : 0.5%57 0.6::5	 0.6?4('
-67.5	 0.6:75 0.5517 0.6071 O.t233 0.65:4 O.Wi 0.5:70 0.6709
-71.5	 ('.'o':, 0.6X 1 4 0.540 0.659t 0.1939 0.0	 0.('	 0.618:
-71.5 0.670' O.tS^5 0.6599 0.4826 0.0 	 0.0	 0.0	 01693
-82.5	 0.6573 0.6`154 0.65:9 0.1795 0.0	 0.0	 0.0	 0.0
-87.5	 0.6534 0.6630 0.5355 0.0 	 0.0	 0.0	 0.0	 0.0
* A4	 0.35037 0.36:19 0.3663: 0.35"6 0.34591 0.32701 0.32970 0.34477
*Average monthly global value of albedo
Average annual global albedo = 35.11%
0.200: 0.2919 0.31;: 0.3165 0.3012
O.M., 0.2730 0.2893 0.2898 01813
0.2790 0.2731 0.2729 0.2647 0.1723
0.2719 0.2729 0.2715 0.2594 01688
0.2666 0.188 0.2760 0.2`49 0.2656
0.2578 0.280? 0.2726 0.2585 0.2627
0.2494 O.'c665 0.2657 0.2553 0.2552
0.2467 0.2575 0.259E 0.2571 01525
0.	 0.2;21 0.2530 0.2499 0.2523
o ,.2	 0.25 0 1 0.253' 0.150; 0.2633
0.2s:7 0.273`. 0.26:1 01541 0.2750
0.'01 c, 0.2973 0.2P90 0.2713 0.2969
0.33'35 0.325? 0.319: 0.3057 0.3269
0.36:5 0.3617 0.3;yri 0.350, 0.362
0.398: 0.3995 0.39?9 0.3856 0.3984
0.44:1 0.1399 0.430: 0.4202 0.4390
0.5144 0.498t 0.4811 0.4643 0.4810
0.5864 0.57x4 0.974 0.52?3 0.5?8:
0.647" 0.644 c, 0.6:06 0.59:: 0.6E?5
0.67°' 0.68:2 0.6 724 0.6530 0.589:
0.66:. 0.69;3 0.69:1 0.6964 0.5152
0.6927 0.68?7 0.6962 0.6806 0.4556
0.Sllt 0.6799 0.6705 0.6631 0.3965
0.3214 0.691 0.6700 0.6595 0.3507














AVERAGED MONTHLY, ZONAL AND GLOBAL VALUES OF
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ALBEWS AT THE TOP OF THE ATMOSPHERE
NORTHER', CLOBA: AVERACFS ( 19 7 5)
JAN	 FEY	 LIAR	 APR	 MAY	 JUN	 JUL	 AUC	 SP	 OCT	 -	 --
0.0
	 0.0	 0.0	 0.0	 0.0	 0.0	 0.3;597 0.361735 0.33567 0.33591 0.336 15 0.33532
SOLThcPN CLOPA: AVERAM
JfA	 FED	 MAR	 APR	 MAY	 1%	 JUL	 All[	 SEP	 OCT	 NC's'	 DEC
0.0	 0.0	 0.0	 0.0	 0,0	 0.0	 0.33('3 1 0.35304 0.?9^75 0.3761= 0.3606: 0.3`955
4	 0.35 :7 0.2,`_:54 0.36:: 0 0.3`70: 0.3=:c4 0.3:0?^ 0.?::8: 0.30('`= t.3783c 0.3:
AVERAGE ANNUAL, GLOBAL ALBEDOS (1976) = 3`.11%
37
ALBEDOS AT THE TOP OF THE ATMOSPHERE
NDRNERN CLOBAL AVERAGES (1976 )
JAN	 FEB	 MAR	 AK	 MAY	 JUN	 JUL	 AUG	 SEP	 OCT
	
NOV	 DEC	 AVC
0.3475 0.37:44 0.37035 0.35410 0.34897 0.33322 0.x:659 0.32900 C.33474 0.33551 0.350:0 0.33647 0.34645
SCUTaI CLCBA: AVERAGES

















J11 AUG 5« OC . N& DEC JA.v FEB q-AR APR MAY 4_)N)2 %AX AuG P OC`' NO V DEC
Acg = Average Monthly Global Albedos of Cloudy Atmosphere
A sg = Average kionthyl Global Albedo of Cloud Free Atmosphere
SGA = Average Monthly Global albedo
	
of Southern hemisphere
NGA = Average Monthly Global albedo of Northern Hemisphere
Ag = Average Monthly Global albedo.
Uh:.. , .
	 • _JE IS
OF PO'j, : P :^ I ITY
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AVERAGE MONTHLY ZONAL VALUES OF U1
0
MTRII lA1T1	 1175
LAT	 JAN	 FED	 MR	 APR	 MI	 JUN





































	87.5	 0.0	 0.0	 0.031
	
82.5	 0.0	 0.0	 0.0744
	
77.5
	 0.0	 0.0131 0.1422
	
72.5	 0.0	 0.0621 0.2090
	
67.5	 0.0242 0.1306 0.214!
	
K.!
	 0.092` 0.1980 0.3371
	
57.5	 0.160£ 0.2637 0.3976
	






42.5	 0.3551 0.4463 0.5389
	
37,5	 0.414 9 0.506E 0.047
	
3 1 .`	 0.4714 0.5516 0.6459
	
X1.5	 0.52; 	 u.5°51 0.6812
	
22.5	 0.51;; 0.6400 0.713.`
	
17.5	 0.6176 0.6770 0.7389
	




0.69 1 9 0.7353 0.7',31
	
Z.`	 0.722 0. 756! 0.78!5
	
-2.5	 0.74:;1 0.77!1 0.7K
-7.5 0063( 0.7?0 2 0.181.
	
-!:.`.	 0.7131 0.750; 0.770a
	
-17.5	 0.7014 0.1057 0.754
	
_:.5	 0.731` 0.77!9 0.7343
	
-27.5	 0.771 0. 75% 0.706
	
-32.5	 0.7639 0.7363 0,615
	
-37.5	 0.7461 0.710' 0.09_'
	
-42.5	 0.72 2 5 0.6?91 0.5961
	
-47.5
	 0.6931 0.64:: 0.5494
	
•5:.5	 0.6.5:': 0.00;4 0.49;6
	
-51.5	 0.6!71 0.5539 0.4439
	
-6:.`	 0.57.6 0.5029 0.38`9
	
-61.5	 0.515: 0.4476 0.3249
	
-72.5






-8:.5	 0.31 36 0.2611 0.1280
	





























































































































































































AVERAGE MONTHLY ZONAL VALUES OF ua
MTRII Nu yz im
LAT	 JAN	 FED	 MR	 WN	 MI	 .AAr	 JL
	
AUC	 SEP	 OCT	 NDV	 MC	 AVC
67.5	 0.0	 0.0	 0.0014
82.5 0.0	 0.0	 0.0094
77.5 0.0	 0.0006 0.0242
71.5	 0.0	 0.0057 0.0494
67.5	 4.0011 0.0148 0.033
6:.5	 0.0097 0.0436 0.1247
57.5	 0.0:!? -s 0.07b2 0.1725
52.5 0.0%2 0.1:66 0.2252
47.5 0.0925 0.1636 01812
41.5	 0.1362 0.2157 0.3397
37.5	 0.185	 0.2714 0.3961
32.5	 0.2399 0.3.'90 0.4516
27.5	 0.2965 0.3966 0.5034
21.5	 0. ?.`A' 0.44:6 0.5501
17.5	 0.41!9 0. 105, O.PO:
12.5	 0.466: 0.5430 0.6&':5
7.5
	 0.517. 0.584:' 0.6460
1.5	 O.St'1 0.6!79 0.6600
0.5999 0.6428 0.6641
-7.5	 0.6196 0.6!43 0.614!
-!Z!	 0.6"! 0.6 ! 30 0.64::
-17.5	 0.66('? 0.65?3 0.6!70
0.Wr 0.614: G.S^''s:
-Y.. 5	 0.6?:	 0. 5P?( , 0.039
-?7,5	 0. 1 G,'1 0.547 1 0.4412




-5:.5	 0.47:! C.391Y 0.270,
-5'.5	 0.41!: 0.334! 0.:14!
-6:.5	 0.31 's O.Z760 ".10
-61 .5	 0.1970 0.11119! 0.116:
-7:.!	 0.23:' (.1155 0.0761
-77.`	 0.19:4 0.1155 0.0438
0.147: 0.0761 0.0:0:








































































0.172 1. 0.1519 0.09."5
0.2055 0.1867 0.1219



















0.3F5c 0.40 7(' 0.00
0.3:91 0.34 ;7 0.4334


































































































































AVERAGE MONTHLY ZONAL VALUES OF uo
MTRII !1113	 1975
LAT	 it	 FD	 W	 MA	 MY	 J1	 JUL	 A11G	 SEP	 OCT	 IDV	 EC	 AVC
07.5 0.0	 0.0	 0.0001 0.0068
02.5 0.0	 0.0	 0.0011 0.0145
77.5 0.0	 O.000C 0.0046 0.0307
72.5 0.0	 0.0006 0.0127 .0.0551
41.5 0.0001 0.0033 0.0270 0.0975
42.5 0.0011 0.0103 0.0439 0.1279
57.5 0.0053 0.0233 0.0787 0.1756
52.5 0.0146 0.0436 0.1169 0.2291
47.5 0.0306 0.0712 0.1625 0.2864
42.5 0.0545 0.1090 0.2144 0.3452
37.5 0.0867 0.1535 0.2707 0.40:7
32.5 0.1271 0.2046 0.3191 0.4563
27.5 0.1749 0.2605 0.3811 0.50?3
22.5 0.85 0.3199 0.4420 0.5414
17.5 0.2859 0.3774 0.4910 0.56°5
12.5 0.3448 0.4331 0.5317 0.583:
7.5 0.4024 0.4834 0.560 0.5849
2.5	 0.45ol 0.5:`." 0.5803 0.57::
-2.5	 0.50, 0.`=': 0.`:.°7 0.5490
-7.5
	
0.5405 0.57S: 0.5718 0.5135
-12.5 0.5678 0.5856 0.7-71 0.4635
-17.5	 0.58:: 0.5798 0.5:45 0.4162
42.5 0.5833 0.5610 0.4823 0.3595
47.5 0.5711 0.530: 0.4320 0.3005
-32.5 0.90 0. 4009 0.3764 0.2430
-37.5	 0.5100 0.4394 0.3181 0.1961
-42.5	 0.4642 0.384: 0.2599 0.139;
-47.5 0.4112 0.3258 0.2042 0.0971
-52.5 0.3536 0.2671 0.1534 0.0628
-57.5	 0.2440 0.2106 0.1091 0.0369
-42.5 0.2351 0.1585 0.0724 0.0188
-47.5	 0.1787 0.1129 0.0440 0.0078
-72.5	 0.1267 0.0746 0.0 7,37 0.00:3
-77.5 0.0869 0.0442 0.0107 0.0004
-C.5 0.0604 0.0237 0.0036 0.0000



































































































































































































































AVERAGE MONTHLY ZONAL VALUES OF uo
MT1111 MUT4	 1175
1,	 1	 LAY	 JAN	 FEI	 MAR	 APR	 MT	 JUN	 JtL
	 AU6	 SEP	 OCT	 NDY	 DEC	 AV V^
77.5 0.0	 0.0	 0.0000
11.5 0.0	 0.0	 0.000:
77.5 0.0	 0.0000 0.0010
72.5 0.0	 0.0001 0.0034
41.5 -0.0000 0.0006 0.0092
42.5 0.0001 0.0014 0.0198
57.5 0.0010 0.074 0.0372
52.5 0.0039 0.0169 0.0626
41.5 0.0104 0.03: 0v 0.0967
42.5 0.02[4 0.0566 0.1395
37.5 0.0415 0.0891^ 0.1900
32.5	 0.0691 0.1305 0.2463
27.5 0.1047 0.1VO 0.3054
21.5 0.1!09 0.2?" 0.3542
17.5 0.20? 1 01909 0.4!37
12.5	 0.2611 0.3 .`44 0.4654
7.5
	 0.3209 0.409' 0.%160
2.5	 0.3792 0.453:: 0.5.28
-2.5	 0.4323 0.496! 0.5:92
-7.5 0.470 0.54'c5 u.519?
-11.5 0.`08? 0. "05 ^.195?
-17.5 0.547 0.5:16 0.4575
-22.5	 0.51.73 0.5003 0.4090
-77.5 0.5129 0.464 0.3534
-31.5 0.4836 0.4169 0.2943
-37.5 0.4416 0.3619 01355




-52.5	 0.2719 0.1870 0.0897




	 0.1106 0.03 i: 0.0174
-71.5 0.0709 0.0347 0.0077
-77.5 0.0428 0.0175 0.0028
-11.4 0.0156 0.0077 0.0007

































































































































































































































AVERAGE MONTHLY ZONAL VALUES OF
FATR11 NUT 1 	 1976
LAT	 JAN	 FEB	 MR	 APR	 MAT	 JUN	 JIB	 AU6	 SP
	 OCT	 NDV	 DEC	 AVC
	
87.5	 0.0	 0.0	 0.0'52
	
82.5	 0.0	 0.0	 0.0782
	
77.5
	 0.0	 0.0143 0.161
	
72.5	 0.0	 0.0634 0.2125
	
67.5	 0.0:37 0.1319 0.1778
	
62.5	 0.09:0 0.199: 0.3407
	
57.°	 0.1602 0.2649 0.4010
	
51.5	 0.2270 0.3284 0.458
	
41.5	 0.292u 0.3893 0.5119
	
42. .`•	 0.3546 0.4473 0.5617
	
37 .5	 0.4144 0.5018 0.6072
	
3:.5	 0.4110 0.5524 0.6481
	
27.5	 0.5^?v 0.59, 0.6Eu!
0.64 ('1 0.7149
	
11.5	 0.6173 0.6?76 MAC':
	
1:.5	 0.65% 0.7,"r" C.7599
	7.`	 0.69:6 0.7357 0.773E
	
2.5	 0,7211 0.7564 0.7818






- 1 -°.5	 0.7'51 0.70?4 o. P0:
	
-1 7 .5	 0.^:	 0.70`. 0.7511
	
..:.`	 0,?y l'. ('.1114 0.73:a
0.7751 0.7569 0.1('`,9
	
-3..5	 O. ?NO 0.7x0? 0.67?5
	
-?7.5	 0.14!: 0.710: 0.6^-59
	
-4:.`	 0.I _1 0.67:4 0.5935
	
-4 1 .5	 0.6 0 3 1 0.f"I, 0.546:
0.6`45 0 5915 :x.4955
	
-51.5	 0.4151 0. *05,30 0.4401
:^.57: y 0.57!9 0.382`
	
-47.5	 0.514 0.4414 C.3^13
	
-1 - .5	 0.45t6 0.3365 0.2571
	
-17.5	 0.069 0.3!90 0.1920
	
-8:.5	 0.374; 0.2600 0.1243

























































































0.` 4:4 0.6150 0.67:7
0.5`2', 0 "',3



























































































































0.61 !5 0.6720 0.4528
0.`942 0.6331 0.3980







AVERAGE MONTHLY ZONAL VALUES OF uo
TABLE 24
MTRII !1l1TZ	 1176
lAT	 AN	 FEB	 MR	 APR	 MT	 AN	 JUL	 AUC	 ft:?	 OCT	 My	 KC	 AK
	81.5	 0.0	 0.0	 0.0016
	
82.5	 0.0	 0.0	 0.0090
	
77.5
	 0.0	 0.0007 0.0154
	
11.5
	 0.0	 0.0059 0.0512
67.5 0.0011 0.0203 0.00"
	





52.5	 0.0559 0.11 175 0.2284
	
47.5
	 0.0922 0.1646 0.2845
	
42.5	 0.135 0.1169 0.3421
	
31,5	 0.18`4 0.2725 0.3994
	
32.5	 0.1395 0.330! 0.4547
27.5 0.293 0.3877 0.5063
	
2:.`;	 0.254: 0.44?7 0.51`:6
	17.5	 0.4114 0.496: 0.5923
	











-:',5	 0.660"' 0.659" 0.6:53
	
-22.5	 O.b0:5 0.6443 0.5EII9
	
-:7.5
	 O.tS:! O.L20: 0.5?41
	
-3:.`	 0.63:	 0.5?% 0.49;9
	
-57. .`	 0.6(: 1 0.54!5 0.4390
	
-:2.5	 0.56'4 0.4492 G.s919
	
-47.5
	 0.52 10 0.4461 0.3243
0.172.` 0. ?9('°. 0.26 7 0J-.J
	
-57.5	 0.4!72 0.33i' ('.2117
	-62.5	 0.3587 	 0.275' 0.1601
	
-67 .!	 0.-91: 0.&,185 0.1137
	
-72,5	 0.234? 0.109 0.0740
	
-77..`	 0.18:. 0.1149 0.0422
	
-5:.5	 0.1476 0.0755 0.0191
	















































































































































































































0.5915 0.!d 34 0.6130
0.6156 0.5845 0.6124
0.6410 0.617"11 0.6033


















AVERAGE MONTHLY ZONAL VALUES OF uo
MTRI 11LR3
	 1176
LAT	 JAN	 FEB	 MR	 AM	 MT	 JUN	 JtL
	 N1C	 ET	 OCT	 JIDV	 EC	 AK
I	 ^
17.5 0.0	 0.0	 0.000!
12.5 0.0	 0.0	 0.0012
71.5 0.0	 0.0000 0.0050
71.5 0.0	 0.0001 0.0:33
67.5 0.0001 0.0035 0.0280
62.5 0.0011 0.010 0.0503
57.5 0.D05: 0.037 0.0807
52.5 0.0144 0.044: 0.1193
47.5	 0.0?44 0.07Z9 0.1654
42.5 0. VA 0.109? 0.:176
31.5	 O.U6.61 0.154`_ 0.2741
32.5	 O.l:t? 0.207 0.33:6
27.5 0.1744 0.2611 0.X
Z.5	 0.:8:' 0.32('l 0.445(;
17.5	 0.: `.= o.:''4 0.493i







	 0.54 :' u.:7:: 0.5761
V.J..
0.5144 0.474




-4:.5 0.0! 0.3F3: 0.:65
0. ?`4	 ('.66( 0.1`06
-6:.5	 U.2?" C.'5% 0.'.1706
-67.5	 0.1'96 0.1122 0.04;6
-72.5
	
0.:210 0.07 1 : 0.0::i
-77.;	 (I .017: 0.045E
-8:.5	 O.C.O' 0.' 5 O.OG??


















































































0. 1.1 'f'3 0.?41: 0.4:=x.






0.4"53 0. II'P 0.0:5:
0.
0.0( 0"t 0.0"; ! G 0.(K
0.0(705 O.WiC 0.00:?

















































































































AVERAGE MONTHLY ZONAL VALUES OF v0
MATRII MUT4	 1976
LAT	 JAM	 FEP	 MAR	 APR	 M1	 im	 JUL	 ax	 SEP	 OC7	 M0V	 DEC
	
AVt
87.5 0.0	 0.0	 0.0000
02.5 0.0	 0.0	 0.000:
77.5
	 0.0	 0.0000 0,0010
72.5	 0.0	 0.000: 0.0037
67.5	 0.0000 0.0006 0.009E
62.5	 0.0001 0.0026 0.0206
57.5	 0.0010 C.0076 0.0384
52.5	 0.0039 0.017: 0.0643
47.5 0.010 0.0333 0.09;0
42.5 0.0223 0.0573 0.1423
37.5	 0.0413 0.0900 0.193:
3:.5	 0.0699 0.1315 0.2497
27.5	 0.1053 0.1811 0.3080
2:.5	 G.1`:4 0.2'35; 0.3615
17.15	 0.2C3;^ 0.29151, 0.1:17
1:.5 0.206 0.355: 0.467r
7.5
	 0.3:',4 0.4100. 0.5027
0.3161 0.45915:hO.J. .
0.4966 0.5191
-7.°	 ,XE; 0.5:('6 0.5:85
(,Sn: U.S.^t ( 49.2
-17.5	 C'. J_ 	 0.15__. 0.42.4;
C.	 .4 1	 0.	 U.350r.
-3:.5	 0.4:31 0.4:55 ^.:909
-3".`	 0. 1 4:0 0.360: 0.?32:





-5:.`	 0.21:4 O. lc 6( U.0S7`
0.21:` 0.135' 0.0t52
•6:.`	 0.1599 G.Oo:_
-67. 5	0.::09 0.05* t 0.016:
-7:._	 0. C7: 0 0.0: 14 0. (,014
-77.5
	 0.0430 0.0174 0.0026
-E:. rl	 0.0257 0.0011 0.00(56


















































0.4509 0. 4094 0.419:
O./G09 0.?5?4 0.315'
0.29?K 0.317:






0.0:9: 0.015 11, 0.0:14
0.014; 0.0067 0. DM?
0.7060 0.00:1 0.0036
0.0(, : it 0.0004 0.0009
0.0n 1 0.0(,nn 0.0; :




























0. 4526 0.5:0';J. ♦
0.4032 0.440















































































































































42.5 -	 6 p `	 G^ c
•	 32.3
L	 5 0	 O`





• -27.5- 3^.7	 39.p
......................






	-57 . S c o
	 9	



































	 DECLINATION	 ANGLE (1975)
(1-365	 days)
CDC 175
-23.0697479 -11.5740824 x.2609//4 21 .321'9:6
22.9899292 -11.2189136 7.6336907 21.4849518
-22.9024658 -10.8609152 8.004772 21.6419373
-22.8073425 -10.3000830 8.37263711 21., 96413
-10.1366100 1..'316379 21.93:0575
-22.5945129 -9.'705822 1.1022215 22.0751343
-22.4761677 -9.4020824 9.4632192 22.2067719
-22.3517914 -9.031214 9.8216658 22.331910
-22.194061 -8.6581383 10.1773319 12.4506Z16
-22.0191424 -8.2128884 10.5301933 22.562,1594
-21.9328766
-7.9055824 10.8101098 22.668_19„













 8 , '13 .240-24 23.219'371







-19.86x9902 -3-6513042 14.5111103 23.385x065
-19.6381836 -3.2579994 14.8191385 23.409o527
-19.4053192 -2.8640517 15.1231098 23.42'01'2
-19.1665344 -2.469610 15.4229155 23.43- 5000
«-18.92190.,., -2.0-747776 15.718/715 23.4410859
-18.3715088 -1.6'963'9 16.0097148 23.43'605.
-11.4154510 -1.2843010
16.2965393 2].4276733
-11.1538696 -0.8777778 16.5788727 23.4106293
-17.8868256 -0.4731666 16.8565979 23.3867340
-17.6144257 -0.0684166
17.1196387 23.3559875
-17.3367910 0.2968055 17.3979645 23.3183746
-17.0510009 0.6911999 17,6614075 13.2739:58
-16.1661201 1.0857773 17.9191914 23.2 26563
-16.4734802 1.4795512 18.1731009 23.1645906
-16.1759491 1.8726931 11.418140 23.0991925
-15.813.'764 2.2651386 11.6650391 23.013.13.,
-15.3670171 2.6368030 11.9030iS1 22.919910'
-15.2558327 3.0175330 11.1356354 22.8b49397
-11.9103324 3.43,'3175 19.3628387 22.7733765
-14.6206102 3.8251108 19.3143642 "12.6731556
-1/.2968321 4.2137213 19.8007355 ^22.5704041




-13.3022213 5.3615541 20.4131306 22.2172394
-12.9633045 3.7505174 20.6013679 22.08671,,,


































































































.73884 -10.3934164 -22 .83351148
-10.7504158 -22.92620157.8631935
-11.1047764




























































19.3065033 23.0450439 13.452277219.3245410 22.9684601 13.1314707 19.7470398 22.8852081 12.807165119.9589844 22.7952861 12.479471220.1652374 22.6988068 12.148471820.3657684 22.5957642 11:814221420.5604553 22.4662061 11.476887720.7492828 22.3702067 11.136471720.9321747 22.2477264 10.7931376
21.1090698 22.1189270 10.4469709
21.2799072 21.9837646 10.098027221.4445953 21.8423157 9.7464428
21.6030884 21.6946411 9.3922768






























































































































87.5 1.10 @.N  0.01
12.5 1.01 1.11 1.11
77.5 /.i1 /.1/ d.di
72.5 l.il V i/ d.di
6'-S_/.di 1./1 0.i1
62.5 1.11 /.ii d.of
S'.S 0.0i i.ii d.ii
4'.5 a.ii 1.30 0.i!
42.5 1.01 /.i/ !.i!
37.5 0.0e 1.ii 0.i0
32.5 0.00 0.00 i.all
2?.5 0.00 0.00 0.0?
22.5 i-k, 0.do 0.11
1'.5 0.d0 0.:'N 0.id
I_.5 a.ai 0.11 1.00
.5 0.11 4 i.ei 1.:'d
- 17.: ?. ^i 0.?	 0.40
-22.5 1 .00 0.L'? 0.110
-27.5 0.0f i. ► 0 vot
•32.5. a 0 1  a
. ?4 i. ►i0
-4 7 .5 i.00 !.20 !.?0
ce
^-.5 ►^ . ei a..^i 3.a.^
q ARRL MAY JUN JULY AUG SEPT OCT NOV DEC
1.10 0.01 0.10 0.15 1.15 1.28 1.30 1.33 0.36
0.00 1.11 1.11 1.16 0.11 1.35 0.34 1.33 1.36
0.10 ?.i! /.1! 1.12 1.16 0.45 1.31 0.33 0.33
I.i/ i.0/ 1.11 1.32 0.33 1.55 1.35 1.21 1.29
O.ti1 1.01 1.11 1.46 1.44 0.56 1.30 1.30 0.51
/.ii 1.11 /./a 1.45 0.45 1.53 0.31 0.24 1.19
d.d4 i.i/ !-4 A
.
#.48 1.49 0.47 . 1.36 0.33 0.31
0.00 I.i1 1.11 1.47 0.47 1.44 0.35 0.33 1.29
0.d/ i.11 1.11 1.14 1.43 0.41 1.32 0.28 1.27
1.0/ I.i1 1.11 1.11 1.39 1.38 1.31 1.41 1.38
0.ia 1.01 /.1i 1.37 1.35 0.33 1.33 0.38 1.42
i.if /./0 1.11 1.34 0.33 1.30 0.29 1.34 1.39
i.00 0.01 1.11 1.34 1.33 0.38 1.20 1.29 1.34
i.l0 i./i 1.11 1.35 0.36 1.29 0.2; 1.27 1.31
i.ai i.ii /.0i 0.36 1.39 0.33 l.2 ,? 0.25 0.26
0.40 i.ii I.ii 1.37 0.39 1.3' 0.32 1.2' 0.27
0.04 i.il i.ia 1.34 1.35 0.3o 0.33 0.28 1.28
0.00 0.00 /.i1 6.31 1.31 1.33 0.3: 1.29 0.30
?.L'i 0.J# #.Of l.26 1.:6 01 .3! 0.:J 0._'S 0.30
0.10 0.ef #.LI f 1.:4 4.25 0.'­3	 _ 0 1.29 1.31
0. ii O.Jd 0. 00 0.:5 1.25 ).3: 0.39 9.31 0.33
4.00 0.11 0.00 0.26 0.26 1.34 0.;1 /.30 0.32
0.11 0.l1 1.i1 1.30 1.30 0.38 1.34 0.31 1.32
0.11 1.1 a
 1.0! 1.33 0.34 1.4 1
 41.38 1.34 0.35
0•4@ 0.?? 0.00 l.39 l.40 4. 4o l.44 0.41 l.40
?.ei i.ii 0.00 I.42 0.44 1.50 0.51 1.50 0.48
?.10 0.0! 0.00 1.48 1.50 %I . 	 1.5i 4.'S9 1.56
/.ii 0.1/ 1.1/ 1.49 l.5e 1.63 0.08 1.65 0.64
?.ii 0.11 1.01 0.51 1.65 0.'3 0.79 J.?5 1.74
0.a0 L".ii 0.10 0.51 0.63 1..'5 0.94 0.81 0.83
0..1 1 1.00 a. 11 0 0.13 0.1'3 . >> .:5 1.S 11.11 7 1.90
f.i J i. a / 0.01 i.41 1.48 0.`. , o 0.0^ 1.03 0.81
?.ii i.0! 1.00 1.45 1.47 4.56 1.68 0.66 1.69
#.ii !.!! 1.00 0.48 0.41 1.55 0.05 1.61 0.61
0.L'0 0.011 1./0 0.54 1.54 0.51 0.59 1.56' 1.19
?.i0 0.1; ).if i.of 0.5' 1.57 0.64 1.52 0.47
Table 27






87.5'0 9 0 39.39 0 PV A. 0 d 6Y 4i VS; C:33 0% 0951 0.37
62.5 0.36 0.36 0.35 0.41 0.47 0.26 0.12 0.25 0.30 0.28 0.30 0.30 0.30
77.5 0.34 0.31 0.35 0.41 0.43 0.21 0.04 0.28 0.36 0.32 0.30 0.31 0.30
72.5 0.30 0.32 0.41 0.47 0.47 0.25 0.28 0.39 0.49 0.39 0.36 0.39 0.39
67.5 0.57 0.63 0.49 0.26 0.34 0.27 0.43 0.48 0.53 0.39 0.32 0.32 0.36
62.5 0.21 0.50 0.34 0.20 0.40 0.42 0.44 0.47 0.50 0.41 0.35 0.36 0.38
57.5 0.29 0.46 0.33 0.31 0.46 0.50 0.49 0.50 0.50 0.47 0.43 0.41 0.43
52.5 0.30 0.35 0.35 0.38 0.50 0.52 0.50 0.48 0.47 0.45 0.41 0.40 0.44
47.5 0.27 0.29 0.29 0.33 0.46 0.51 0.47 0.46 0.43 0.42 0.34 0.37 0.40
42.5 0.32 0.36 0.49 0.50 0.49 0.46 0.44 0.43 0.41 0.46 0.44 0.44 0.45
37.5 0.43 0.48 0.48 0.47 0.45 0.41 0.39 0.36 0.37 0.41 0.40 0.43 0.43
32.5 0.39 0.43 0.43 0.43 0.40 0.36 0.36 0.34 0.34 0.35 0.36 0.37 0.36
27.5 0.34 0.37 0.37 0.36 0.36 0.33 0.35 0.32 0.33 0.31 0.32 0.30 0.34
21.5 0.32 0.32 0.32 0.30 0.32 0.32 0.34 0.32 0.33 0.29 0.29 0.28 0.31
17.5 0.29 0.27 0.26 0.27 0.33 0.33 0.35 0.35 0.33 0.30 0.28 0.25 0.30
12.5 0.28 0.26 0.28 0.29 0.35 0.34 0.36 0.37 0.33 0.32 0.30 0.25 0.31
7.5 0.27 0.26 0.29 0.30 0.33 0.32 0.33 0.34 0.32 0.35 0.32 0.25 0.32
2.5 0.29 0.30 0.31 0.31 0.29 0.29 0.26 0.31 0.30 0.35 0.32 0.28 0.32
-2.5 0.31 0.31 0.30 0.26 0.25 0.26 0.24 0.28 0.28 0.32 0.31 0.26 0.30
-7.5 0.32 0.32 0.30 0.26 0.24 0.23 0.22 0.26 0.27 0.30 0.30 0.29 0.29
-12.5 0.33 0.33 0.30 0.26 0.26 0.24 0.23 0.28 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.29 0.29
-17.5 0.32 0.32 0.31 0.28 0.27 0.25 0.24 0.29 0.32 0.30 0.29 0.28 0.219
-22.5 0.31 0.32 0.33 0.31 0.30 0.27 0.28 0.31 0.35 0.33 0.31 0.29 0.30
-27.5 0.32 0.35 0.37 0.36 0.35 0.31 0.32 0.35 0.37 0.38 0.37 0.33 0.34
-32.5 0.37 0.41 0.43 0.42 0.41 0.37 0.39 0.40 0.43 0.45 0.45 0.42 0.40
-37.5 0.45 0.48 0.49 0.48 0.44 0.42 0.44 0.46 0.48 0.52 0.54 0.53 0.47
-42.5 0.53 0.55 0.55 0.53 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.52 0.55 0.60 0.62 0.61 0.53
-47.5 0.62 0.59 0.60 0.56 0.54 0.52 0.53 0.57 0.62 0.67 0.68 0.69 0.56
-52.5 0.70 0.65 0.66 0.63 0.59 0.55 0.58 0.58 0.74 0.78 0.76 0.76 0.66
-57.5 0.60 0.72 0.73 0.69 0.56 0.52 0.56 0.69 0.79 0.85 0.85 0.85 0.71
-62.5 0.90 0.62 0.80 0.72 0.57 0.50 0.48 0.58 0.72 0.79 0.86 0.92 0.72
-67.5 0.86 0.81 0.76 0.59 0.44 0.49 0.47 0.53 0.64 0.74 0.77 0.86 0.67
-72.5 0.75 0.58 0.52 0.43 0.42 0.48 0.51 0.53 0.64 0.71 0.76 0.76 0.60
-77.5 0.63 0,49 0.45 0.39 0.45 0.:' 0.57 0.57 0.61 0.65 0.68 0.67 0.58
-82.5 0.48 0.44 0.39 0.45 0.48 0.54 0.54 0.54 0.51 0.57 0.56 0.53 0.51
-67.5 0.45 0.48 0.42 0.48 0.54 0.57 0.57 0.57 0.54 0.62 0.55 0.50 0.53
A-9Table 26
SURFACE ALBEDO
LAT JAN FED PAR APR NAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC MEAN
17.5 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75
82.5 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.74 0.73 0.71 0.70 0.74 0.75 0.75 0.74
77.5 0.74 0.75 0.74 0.73 0.73 0.71 0.67 0.61 0.58 0.61 0.68 0.70 0.69
72.5 0.67 0.68 0.66 0.64 0.62 0.57 0.46 0.41 0.38 0.57 0.62 0.66 0.56
67.5 0.69 0.69 0.69 0.67 0.57 0.46 0.27 0.24 0.24 0.56 0.65 0.69 0.54
62.5 0.66 0.66 0.64 0.60 0.43 0.31 0.21 0.20 0.20 0.49 0.59 0.63 0.47
57.5 0.55 0.53 0.52 0.44 0.30 0.20 0.15 0.14 0.14 0.33 0.45 0.52 0.36
52.5 0.49 0.46 0.41 0.33 0.21 0.16 0.14 0.14 0.14 0.27 0.39 0.47 0.30
47.5 0.45 0.43 0.38 0.30 0.19 0.13 0.13 0.13 0.14 0.23 0.36 0.43 0.28
42.5 0.32 0.31 0.17 0.13 0.12 0.12 0.12 0.12 0.12 0.13 0.17 0.25 0.17
37.5 0.14 0.13 0.12 0.12 0.11 0.11 0.11 0.11 0.12 0.12 0.14 0.15 0.12
32.5 0.13 0.12 0.12 0.11 0.11 0.11 0.11 0.11 0.11 0.12 0.12 0.13 0.12
27.5 0.13 0.12 0.11 0.11 0.11 0.11 0.11 0.11 0.11 0.11 0.12 0.13 0.11
22.5 0.11 0.11 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.11 0.11 0.10
17.5 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.10
12.5 0.09 0.09 0.09 0.09 0.09 0.09 0.09 0.09 0.09 0.09 0.09 0.10 0.09
7.5 0.09 0.09 0.09 0.09 0.09 0.09 C.09 0.09 0.0 0 0.09 0.09 0.10 0.09
2.5 0.09 0.09 0.09 0.09 0.09 0.09 0,0° 0.0S 0.09 0.09 0.09 0.09 0.09
-2.5 0.09 0.09 0.09 0.09 0.09 0.09 0.09 O.'J9 0.09 0.09 0.09 0.09 0.09
-7.5 0.09 0.09 0.09 0.09 0.09 0.10 0.09 0.09 0.09 0.)9 0.09 0.09 0.09
-12.5 0.08 0.06 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.09 0.06 0.08 0.08 0.06 0.08 0.08 0.09
-17.5 0.09 0.09 0.09 0.09 0.10 0. 1 0 0.10 0.10 0.09 0.09 0.09 0.09 0.09
-22.5 0.09 0.09 0.09 0.09 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.09 0.09 0.09 0.09 0.09
-27.5 0.09 0.09 0.09 0.09 0.10 0.11 0.11 0.10 0.09 0.09 0.09 0.09 0.09
-32.5 0.08 0.06 0.06 0.09 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.09 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.09
-37.5 0.07 0.07 0.06 0.09 0.11 0.12 0.11 0.10 0.09 0.08 0.07 0.07 0.09
-42.5 0.06 0.06 0.07 0.08 0.11 0.12 0.11 0.09 0.08 0.07 0.06 0.06 0.06
-47.5 0.07 0.07 0.08 0.11 0.14 0.16 0.16 0.12 0.09 0.07 0.07 0.06 0.10
-52.5 0.07 0.07 0.08 0.11 0.14 0.16 0.16 0.12 0.09 0.07 0.07 0.06 0.10
-57.5 0.08 0.09 0.10 0.14 0.20 0.23 0.25 0.27 0.26 0.23 0.17 0.10 0.18
-62.5 0.11 0.10 0.12 0.21 0.35 0.47 0.55 0.57 0.56 0.55 0.43 0.23 0.35
-67.5 0.41 0.26 0.34 0.51 0.63 0.63 0.71 0.72 0.72 0.71 0.69 0.56 0.56
-72.5 0.69 0.64 0.68 0.74 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.74 0.73
-77.5 0.73 0.72 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75
-62.5 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75
-67.5 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75
SALE
► v











87.5 0 TO -87.50







ALBEDO / _ _ _/ALBEDO AND
I	 CLOUD DATA
CLOUD	 1	 JT IN ARRAYS
FRACTIONS .\	 (36,12)
I = I + 1






















































































































































































1Y9KLGA7r_ JOB (FR0041665D, T, AAAAAA, OOIH01) , 1='2, MSOC LAS =A
	
0000001C,
/- EXEC FORTRANH	 00000020




MAIN PROGRAM ALBEDC). 	 The flow chart of this program is given. 	 0,,006070This program reads the files and gives the 	 0000„0000
DATE:	 JUNE 2 95, 1? C)	 output in the form of tables as given in this
technical memorandum.	 00000100
NASA RESEARCH  PROJECT.	 0"O " o)1 1 000000120
0"00014C )
UDC PROJECT DIRECTOR: HARBANS DHURIA	 000001500fu.;001I_,(
000001 80
PROGRAM SPECIFICATIONS: READ DECL I NAT I) )N ANGLES IN DEGREES OVER
EACH DAY OF THE MONTH FOR 36 LATITUDE
CHANGE DE) FREE=; TO RAD I iaN'=
CALCULATE ALGORITHM FOR EACH LATITUDE ON EACH DAY,
TAKE THE AVERAGE FOR THE MONTH
WRITE THE ARRAY.
DIMEN'=ION YLAT(36),ZLAT(37),MONTHS(1 2) ,TML(36,13),ASLOPE(36,13)
DIMENSION A=•(36, 13),ERB(36, 12).FC (36, 12),ALBDO(36, 13),
*AC LOPE (_ 6. 12) , ASC N'ST ( 36, 13) , AC C NST (_'' , 1 =,) , AC (36.13 )
DIMENSION ANG(IS),ASG(1:;),i4C,(l.D),THETA1(36,!2)
REAL MI_ I ML(=,6, 13),MUY1 (36, 1 3),MUY2(36, 1 ),MUYS( 6, 1.--),M!IY4 (^-.*c•, 13)
DOUBLE PRECISION HNAME (14 )
DATA MONTH'S/^1,2'?,31	 C)	 1,30,31,31,_0,=1,=0,?1/
DATA ANAME/'TML','MUML', 'A'3LOPE', `A=;CN •T', 'AS ` .'ACLOPE',
*"AC:CNST',IAC',`ALBDO',"MUY4",'MUYI',IMUY2","MUY3",ITHETAII/






















M(.IY3 (I N, INN) =0
MUY4(IN,INN)=0
PAGE IS




















O )0) ii ► 440
0000 ► 450
O )i 0046 i
u000047i ►
0) O 1,)4:_,0















05 C O NTINUE	 A-22
53 FORMAT(SoA1)






READ ALBEDO INPUT DATA FOR CLEAR AND CLOUDY ATMOSPHERE
READ (10, 1-50)(ERR(I, MY) , MY= 1,12)




BE!^  I N OUTER LOOP FOR THE 1:2 MONTHS
DO 400 MC=1,12
I J= M(=INTHZ (MC:)
DO 150 J=1,IJ
READ DAILY DECLINATION ANGLE.
READ ( 1 10 ) XDEC
10 FORMAT (F 12.7 )
CHANC,E EIEC,REES TO RADIAN'_
DEC = X E(EC * X RAD
CALCULATE ALGORITHM FOR 36 LATITUDE'S
DL, 150 I L=1 , 3 6







SET VALUES TO CALL INTEGRATION SLIURCILITINE










CALL SUBROUTINE TO COMPUTE ADLOPE,ASCNST,AS,ACLOF'E,ACCNST,AC',ALSDO
0U0^ t(a^,6•0




0(,)C ► (IC► 7 .:(t
Q Oat i074( i






U( ► ( )0('1810
O(►0( )o 2(►
0U0^ iC ► :=:4 i^
t ► iv ► (i() :r-;0
000(QE:E•C ►( ► Cu ► 0(), 70
t;t('tt;► UO o ta( i
()04 ► 0()'? 10
0^ t(1(iC ► ?20
0(, ►()(il i`l4( j
CH
i ► C ► i ► (at , 7 7 Ct
to t ► (► ( ► Ct '• _: t.i
OUPii ► (, ► • ^^^(a
Of t(11110C(C ►
CtUO(' ► 1( ► lit
00001040
000( ► 1005 0
C) C ► (,t I C► 1,0
( ► C u1Ct l p?i ►
0( ► (► O 1 i^ : i^
0U0Ct I
0! (001 1 o(a
U0( ► 01 1 1(a
cm c)() 1 120
0( ► 0U1130
000(.) 1 14 0
00i ► C► 1 15(a
0()00116.0
UO(( p l 170
OOC ► ( 1 1 1:_ Ct
C► Ctc tC► 1 1 ' ^ ( ►
0()OV 1 --- O(a











*XASLOP, XA'^C'ST, XAS, XACLOF', XACNST, XAC, XALB)
ADD DAILY VALUES TO MONTH AND YEAR ACCUMULATORS.




MLIY- ( IL, MC) = MUY1 ( IL, MC)+Y
MUY3(IL,13)=MLIY3(IL,13)+Y3











 ( I L, MC) =ALNDC( ( 1 L. MC) +X AL R
ALBDCI( IL, 13)=ALBDO( IL, 13)+XALB




140 C CWT I NUE
150 CONTINUE
FIND MONTHLY AVERAGES OVER EACH OF 36 LATITUDES
IJ =NLIMBER OF DAYS IN THE MON1H.
FOR THE MONTH OVER ERCH OF 36 LATITUDES
I `I=MONTHS (MC )
DO 300 L=1,36
ML I Y 1 (L, MI-) =ML I Y 1 (L, MC) / 1 J
M11Y2(L,MC)=MUY2(L,MC)/IJ
MLIY3(L, MC) = MLIY3(L,MC )/IJ
MUY4(L,MC)=MLIY4(L,MC)/IJ
TML(L.MC )=TML(L,MC ),'IJ
ML I ML (L , MC) =ML I ML (L , MC) / I J
ACL OF'E (L , MC ) =AC L! )PE (L , MC) / I J
ALBC11:1('_, MC) =ALBDO(L, MC) /IJ
AS(L,MC)=AS(L,MC)/IJ
ASLf1PE(L,MC)=ASLOPE(L,MC) /IJ








MLI Y3(L, 13) = ML I Y3 (L, 1?)/DAYS
U C) ( ► C)1 ^ ^ 1 >
01)011 1.31:)1)
0110111:31
0c)Ou l ..4 <
pli0li 1 36,1i
001 10 1 37()


















V(7C ► <( 1 `70
011011 1 ^ _:1)























1)1,ll IL)1 p j1)
0000154/1
00001850
0( )001 C:6.C ►





MUY2 (L, 13) = MUY2 (L, 13) /DAYS (.1000141 C ►
MUY4 (L, 12) =MUY4 (L, 13 1 /DAYS 0t'► C)!11 ?2C ►
TML(L ► 1_;)=TML(L, 13)/GAYS 00001	 ,►
MUML (L, 12) =MUML (L, 13) /DAY, C► , )C►01 1'40
AC (L, 13) =AC (L, 13) / GAYS C , ^ ► i ► c;11	 )5{►
r	 ACCNST (L, 13) =ACCNST (L , 13) /DAYS C ► C► C ► 01 ^/l.t; ►
ACLOPE (L, 13) =ACLOPE (L, 13) /DAYS c ► 0! ►01?7!i
ALBE)0 (L, 1.3) =ALBLIO (L, 13) /DAYS CIt )C^1 . , 1 '^.a:,
AS(L, 13) =A'S
	 13)/DAYS 1c	 U
A S LOF'E ( L, 13) =ASLI:IPE (L , 1 3) /GAYS C)( )OC► 2C)(;)C)
AECNS:T (L, 13) =ASCNST (L, 13) /DAYS C► C► (:)U2C)1 0
150 CONTINUE 0000202,C)
PRINT THE ARRAYS 00(7O2(:)4t ►
GLOBAV COMPUTES ONE MONTHLY AVERi4GE FOR THE WHOLE GLOBE. OC ► ! ► C)2! ►^Ij
0! ► 0U2! i60
CALL PRINT (MI I Y 1 , 14 , ANAME (1 1) , I YR , YLAT) c ► 0!)a,)2i ► 7t_i
CALL PRINT(MUY2,14,ANAME(12),IYR,YLAT) 000020_0
CALL PRINT (ML I Y3, 14, ANAME (13) , I YR, YLAT) 0! ► L ► Q2C ► =+i i
CALL F'R I NT (M! IY4, 14, ANAME (10) , I YR, YLAT) 00 )02100
CALL F'RINT(TML,I3,ANAME(1),IYR,YLAT) U0(.)0^110
CALL PRINT(M!IML,13,ANAMF(2),IYR,YLAT) 000021X)
CALL PRINT (A=LOPE, 6, ANAME (3) , I YR, YLAT) 0C)l)0'?1 : ►
CALL PRINT(A'-;CN=T,6,ANAME(4),IYR,YLAT) 00002140
CALL F'RINT(A5,6,ANAME(5),IYR,YLAT) u000	 15C)
CALL GLOBAV (AS, ZL.AT , A1.7, 6, XRAD) 6.0
CALL F'R I NT (ACLCIPE, 6, ANAME (6) , I YR, YLAT) UuC ► C)^ 1?): ►
CALL PRINT(ACC'NST,6,ANAME(7),1YR,YLAT) OC►C)C)_1a0
CALL PRINT (AC:, 6, ANAME (_) , IYR, YLAT) C)t)0,.): 1'?0
CALL GLClBAV (AC:, 7L AT , AG, 6, XRAD) C► C)c70^:00
CALL PR  NT ( ALBS , !', 6, ANAME CZ9 , IYR, YLAT) 0!)1,1221!i
CALL GLOBAV (ALFDi), ZLAT, A,--, , 6, X RAE , ) ^)):,!iO^^	 C)
COMPUTE GLOBAL AVERAGES E OR NORTHERN AND SOUTHERN HEM I SF • HERE D C0002,240
111 )!ICl2	 11
DO 430	 I=1,13 0, )c;u_ ► 2_ /.Q
ASO ( I ) =<) OI ii IC)^^ a,
-430'CONTINI IE 	`.r';
En3 250(1 M = 1 , 13	 ^'' ^ r	 r~r'E is o()()()--, 1 o
DO 500 L = 1,1 8 	 ^" QUgLI Ut )U c )2	 2,:,
Z1=ZLAT(L)*XRAD
Z2=ZLAT (L+ 1) * XRAD 0, )0! )_34,.,
ANC,(M)=HNG(M)+(ALE, DO(L,M)*(SIN(71) — SIN(Z2))) 0!,0U2S'5,:,
500 CONTINUE UI)0(12=!•,:)
WR I TE (6, 525) C)C)(.W)	 C )
WRITE (6, 52r--;) 0,^0U2	 ^,
WRITE (6 , 72 5) 00U,: ► _ ; =)C)
WRITE (6, 7-2 5) 0c1C►c r^4t i! i
WRITE(6,550)(ANG(J),J = 1,13) 4)U00241t-i
WRITE(6, 55!)) (AN ,_ (J),J=1, 13) C► c ►0c1^4^!i
550 FORMAT (/7X , 13F8, 5) 01.10024:0
0f)0(.')24 4(.'l
DO 700 M=1, 13 0 0 06---45!i
DO 7o0 L = 19, :^6 0(.l(:)()24!-0-
Z 1 = ZLAT (L) *XRAD i0k)(02470
Z2 = ZLAT (L+ 1) *XRAD Cl(.)c:►o24E:0
A	 ,;(M)=ASG(M)+(ALBE,O(L,M)*(SIN(Z1)—SIN(Z2))) oQ0u:4'10
70C CONT I NI_IE 0001. 115(),:1
725 FORMAT(8X,5X,'JAN',5X,'FEB',5X,'MAR',5X,'AF'R'.5X ► 'MAY', 0()C)!)	 51 C)




C► I IC)( )2S4 (')
0( 0 1 d6`550i
OLIi lr' ►2^7ii
CI1 11;11 '1 ^ 5 ::I;1
01,I,,i26.(1Q
C,0('1^ i^ /.^11
0 1 ►u i )2,6 , 0




C)u! ► (:>2OL., Q0()C)Oi(1
( ►L)00271 Cl







CII i('► 1 12'_:,1Q
00L ► 0? _^ 1 11
1 11 11.111^:=:^ 1:)
A-25




WRITE(6,55-0) (A':- . L, 	),F=1, 13)
r	 WRITE(6,550) (A1 (1-:),K=1, 13)
525 Fl--PMAT(/////////////////////////4C)X, 'NCIRTHERN
730 FCIRMAT(//411X, OUTHERN GLOBAL AVERAGES')
COMPUTE THETAI
DO 936 L=1,36






SIBROUTINE TMLXMLI(XLAT, DEC, Tr_,XTML,XMUML,PIE)
REAL ML I, MUX , M II
XML IML=0
TM1=-TAN(DEC)*TAN(XLAT)




1 0 ) TMX:=1
IF(TM1.GE.1)TM:'=O
1 1(') CONT I NUE
XTML=TM--:
IF(XTML.EC!.0) 1:01 TO 1Z-0
MU=2^SIN(DEC)*'=IN(XLAT)
MUX=7;,*PIE*XTML/2'4
MU1 = 4*(=US(C)E1=)*COS(XLAI) *SIN (ML1X)/(F'IE*XTML)
XML i ML = (ML (+ML 1 1 ) /2
1.2 CUNT I NUE
RETURN
END
BEGIN SUBROUTINE TO I NT E(jRAT E
SL(BRC (LIT INE INTEL (L(EC, XI.AT , TMX, Y0, Y1 , Y2, Y3, Y4, FIE )
A=SIN(E1EC)*SIN(XLAT)











( ► 01.1('r2r:^^ i^
U1,1.,(,,iGl;ila
pr. ► t iLi2^^2Q
0 002G4 (. ►
01.>002^`:j
CII 11 . 11 1 ^ ^-^ /•. I_I
QI u1 c.i24 `:1 )
0t a ► 1^^:1.,Q(' I
1)I ll.11,,,jl i 11; ►
0o0(.130L0
C)1)0(,,3C)t 10
OV ►i( l ^,IE.C,
000 ► 3u70
l►Vln ► 1 ►^ <I
O(J(')(V1 I ii11
0()01131211




C,LC(BAL AVERA I= E S ' )
A-26X4==. IN( Z)*(C CIS( Z))**.3/4+3*X2/4 O! ► (_)! ► 3170
Y=,= 1 /C+*(A**4*Z+4*A**.3*P*X1-F.*A*A*B*B*X2+4*A*B** *X3+B**4*X4) OC ► !ic► 31^,c:r
OLIN) 2, 1,:)I: 
XS=C:IN(Z)*
 (COS (7.))**4/5+4*X^/5 OC>cjc ► 32c;r.1
Y4H = A* *5*Z +5 * q**4 *B* X1 +10*H** : *B **2*X 2+10*H*A*B**3*X3 l ►i► ( ►f► 't21i,
Y4B=5*A*B**4* A 4+B**5*X5 0(1(:)()3220
Y4=Y4A+Y4B 00()0 =,.^30
Y4=1 /C*Y4 0O01 ► 324!1
VV! ► u3250





YC•=1/C:*(A**7*Z+7*A**6*B*X1+21* A**5*B*B*X2+35 *AO*4 *E+**3*X3+ ( ►Oi ► i ►^	 1()
*35*A**3*B**4*X4+21*A*A*i4**5*X5+7*A*B**6*X6.+Et*r7*X7) 0()0()332<,
END V(u'u-r_ 3 30
0(10.13-240
BEGIN SUBROUTINE PRINT VOV03:350
00c1( ► _::VC(
SUBROUTINE PRINT(ARRHY,IUNIT,ANAME,IYR,YLAT) 01 ►VO3370
DOUBLE PREC I S I C 1 N ANAME 011(')O3 38c,
DIMENSION ARRAY(36,13),YLAT(36) 0V0	 4
WR I TE ( E•, 4.—r.'3 )
423 FORMAT(//////////) V000=:41!1
WR I TE ( 6, 42205 ) ANAME , 1 YR 0 0 1:;4:0
425 FORMAT ( 47X, 'MATRIX 	 ' , A6, 2X, I4, /) 01,1,1 i	 4?(>
WRITE (6, 4`-n) 0! r0!1= 4 46
45C)	 FORMAT(	 X, 'LAT	 ,`X,	 •JAN',5X, , FFE+	 ,5X, 'MAR	 ,5X, ''AF'R	 ,5X, /MAY V(:(1:( U 345ri
*5X, " .JUN	 ,5X,	 5X,	 Al.i1	 `,5X, "SEF'',5X,'OCT',5X, 'NCI ",5X,	 - DEC ',5X,C,1>(:r1_r 4,_.C)
*'AVG' , /)  471)
DO 475 Kl_=1 , 36 C ► ( )0( .)34 _:!;
WRITE (6, 500) YLAT (V.L) , ( ARRAY ( ILL, FCM) , KM=1 , 13) OVC ► (. ► 34' : c i
5100	 FORMAT (1 X , F 5. 1 , 1 X , l:>F 8. 4) 01)0( r^ 51>! i
475 CONT I NUE 000051 !i
,RETURN OO()!(=^^!
END 00(I() 35 30
iOf I OU _—:`_7 4u
BEGIN SUBROUTINE WHICH COMPUTES' ALBEDO VALUE':, UO! ► 0 3550	 f
FOR CLEAR AND CLOUDY ATMOSPHERE'_ . 000( ► ?5!•4	 1
SUBROUTINE ALBEDO(SALE H , XFC, XTML, XMIIML, Yl1 , Y1, Y2, Y3, Y4, 0(i!>. ► _:St:1. ►
*XASLOP, XA=CST, XAS, XACLOP, XACNST, XAC, XALB) 011Ul ► =5'=)0
: OVOO^ 6l 10
CTC =, 2704/.64 Or ► c_ ► !,':!.11 ►
XA'=•LOP=.31876+1.2638*Y1-1.36. 81*Y2+.50633*Y3 Oc ► C11J3&.:0 	 {
COMPUTE AS CONSTANT. OUVV i6=0
0(10(.136.40
XASCST = . 35!)57-1.0933*Y1+1.6599*Y2-1. iS97*Y3+.321!(5*Y4 00u.,
0 1 11 ^ c.,::F.I,(_(
C OMF _ITE AS
XAS=SALB* XASLOP+XASC ST 0(.,r,! ► _:6, =0
C-OMPUTE ALSEDO FOR CLOUDY ATMOSPHERE. OOOV3710
V ► ► OV 3720
XACLOF'-. 16326+. 3633*Y1 +. 02501 1 *Y2 0( ►0!,37Z0
01)00374 : ►
COMPUTE AC CONSTANT V0003751: ►
XAC'NST=. 73 — . 25*Y1 OVOV376.0
A-27COMPUTE FINAL ALE+EDO VALUE. <11101,^^^(; ► (:I
. 1.111 ► 111 i^:l!/
a	 XALE(=( 1-XFC )#XA=•*XFC*XAC O^,C ► 1^^ r^1;1
I F (XFC . E0. 0) XALF=6
F	 RET! (RN CII v( 1-4 -84 1.) 
EN[, 101 lO :; ^t l
QI 11 :11 1 : ^ r.l, ►
THIS C•! iERI LIT I NE COMPUTES THE GLOBAL AVE r-'AC •E FOR EAI H MONTH Vl:^lu. ► - _' 11
AND THE GLOBAL AVERAGE FOR THE YEAR. 0111:, 1 ) _ ^: _:1; ►
SUERCI UT I NE GLORAV ( MAT, ZLAT , AVRG, I UN IT, XRAD) 01.0(1 _ =po6
ti	 REAL MAT (36, 1 {) 0010='411:)
DIMEN.•ION	 ZLAT(37),AVR13(13) 0^ ► 0(r^=_(7
DO 70!► 	 I=1,13 Uix ► !1'^_Il
`	 AVRC, ( I ) =0 C► (il,il ► _ '^ 4()
700 C ONT I NUE f,(u>C,":^< <I
DO 1-^OC ►
	M=1 , 13 Ut i(1^ ► 	 ^^ I:I
v	 DO ^1^1^	 L=1 , ^b C,()1.,11^'?7( :1
Z 1=ZLAT (L)#XRACI 01 ► C► (.)31lS4!
Z2 = ZLHT(L+1)#XRAD (,ri()(1_:o^^i
AVRG(M)=AVRG(M)4(MA1 (L..M)#(S.IN(ZI
	
—SIN(Z2) )) 0()Cl(_14f ► ()0
800 CONTINUE 01 ► ! w41,11;,
AVRG (M) =AVRG (M) / '_?. 0 0oi)o4(:12 r►
000 C C INT I NUE '0
WR I TE ( I UN I T, 9225 ) (AVRr, (K) , K=1 , 13) OL ► 0(14(741:1
92	 FORMAT (/.&-, X, 'AVG',25X, 1 O(.)u 141)5(.i
RETURN aU! ► V4060
END C11i1 ► C ► 4 <17CI
#####################################4+FAi##t########1F####*####i#4fi##(it 11_II_l^l,lr(-)
l 1()(;11 14 1 ,ai)
EXE C:	 LINT	 REC,IiIN.C,C1= Dili►►` C,0Cl()411C ►
'/GO.FTI C:F<11 : 1 1	 CI D Omi(14120
/GO. FT1 3F(:)(?1	 DG	 D'=N=Y rjF,LC, . CDA T 7!•, E I I'=F' = ' HF 00	 01.141	 r: ►
/GCI, FT I4F(:u:) l
	 Dfl	 D': N=Y?^'Lr•. FI:LG7! , C11 '=•F==.HR 000)"1414O
'/i_,O.FT1:► i.F0()1
	 DD	 SYSC11IT=A r_,1 of)4150
# Cu_ ► i IC141 61)
/ 1.1(1 ) C14 111:1
Cit-
P^q1
' /Y 9KLGAB 1 JOB (FRl' 1 0)41 h6`C1 , T, AAAAAA, 0U 1 r701) , 1 : , MSGCLAS^ =A
'/• EXEC FC IRTRANH
' /SC I iRC:E. SYSIN PD #




COMMCIN'CIFTION/ IMIN, IMAX, JMIN, JMAX, FINTER, NUMV, CONTUF. (5t ► )
LOGICAL*1 CHAR(72)
EQUIVALENCE (CHAR(1),MONTHS(1))
DATA MONTHS/'JUL ' , ' AIjG ' , ' SER ','OCT ','NOV -• , ' DCC
* 'JAN ",'FEB ','MAR ','APR ','MAY ','JUN ','JUL ','ALIG
* "SEP' , `OCT', 'NOV`, `DEC'/
DATA NIA/C). 3 S y7, 0.3735, 0.33 567:0.33594, 0. 33E•4`, C ► . 3^533,
*0. 3475?, 0. 37194, 0. 370'35, 0. 35410), 0. 340^97, 0.333'2,
*0.326-!' , 0. 32900, 0. 33474, 0. 3«`;1 , 0. 350 0, 0. 334.47/
DATA SGA/0.33034,0.351-::C:4,0,38375,0.37642,l).36061,0.35955,
*0. ^^^ ^ 17, 0. ;;,.164 , 0. ;{6^^ ?, (^. 3_ 7C)1 , ^i . a4^ 12, 0. _ ^OC^O, 0. ^ti•^c• 1 ,
*0.36054,0.37838,0.378'?0,0.37083,0.36044/
DATA FALB/.32815,0.'4060,0.359%1, 0. Z^5618,0.34C,53,0.'_4744,
^c	 ., "- '7-"-
	
rP2	 c c	 c	 r+►0.0.,0^7,0.06^^?,0.366_^,0.3_:56,0.345_5,0.327(J1,0.32^ 0,
*0. 34477, 0. 35165/•, 0. 36685, 0.360`4, 0. 340:45/
E,	 r	 r. .2 c 	 8'P 9 	n	 2	 n r.DATA	 _^ /C). 1C•3E^^, 0. 1 :• ^ ^, . 1 	 : , _ . ^V^44, (7. ^ :30 3, O. 1 ?E^^^,
r.r 	2 	 r r
	
e^c^.	 r. r.
*0. 19c•^^7, 0. 211 40 ► 7, 0.2061 1 , 0. ^(i44^-•, C). 1 -+^^E•0, 0. 1 :•_^0C), C). 1 •^:^_•E•,
*0. 1?7.32> , 0. 18993, 0. 20226, 0.20_7 0, 0. 194..:1
DATA AC /O. 58_ 14 , 0. 5? ] 63, 0. ^^7' = ?, (i. ^ r^ := .:7, 0.590.:4, 0.57'?41
c0	 5r r	 cr _	 r rr .r.r.r	 c	 r.r	 cr*CJ.^_47C,,1i. ^.^.7C:,0.60 ► 14.;,x,,:,,,;_:1, ► , ^._=_-^,1i. X7721,1:)._=24.,0. ^-+175,
r. r 9	 cr	 .
	
r- ^	 c
*0. ^^ ^^ ► , l). ^-X8(1:3, 0. _^-^<)1_•, C . ^ 7 9 4 4/
^ :^F#####il ^F#^F^F,'FiF^F^FiF####fF^F#1F#iF^F*##iF##i1*##iF ^





REAL1(12,2o())	 (ARF:AY(L,M2),M :	 7, 1`)




OVUI ► O^ 1 _ i ►
QI 11 It Ji.)(i ;0
000(1(0:15 <I
(1(J i^r.)i 0170 )






















C) l0 ( 1 al( 1
000)00 ;^(1
0(uliJi) 3 =ai
This program plots the numerical 000(:10)_:40
values of tables and arrays as
	
C)t)0)(.)(.)"`(^
given in figures 1-7. 	 C)	 C)	 !►
(10r. ► C1040C ►
A-2B
100	 FCIRMAT(56X,6F8.5)
2(► C J FC :SMAT (7X , 1 d'.. ,
300	 F0RMA1(7X,4F8.5)
























C ► OC ► C)04'?0)
^rUl /1 JI l.;^i(1
000005O(;( 10
00000 ► SAC)
000)ur )5 2: i
0V000570
0( 0;100>` 0









DO 4C ► ^ J=1 , IMAX
X =.j
CALL COORD ( X, 0. 0, XL 0C. YLOC , 1 ERR)
CALL HCIRL I N ( MONTH_ (J) , 4 , XLCIC , 1.7, 0. 0, u. C ► )
4 02	 CONT TN! iE
CALL FRMADV





**^	 INITIALIZE THE WOLF PLOTTING PACKAGE.
CALL SETORD(2.,2.,10.,10.,-4)




	 -87.5,87.5, 35, 'F"5. I ) `,2.0)
CALL SCALE ( 1 . 0. 18. 0, 1. 0,3-6.  O, 0)
CALL UNDEF (C). 0 )
NI IMV=0
FINTER=5.0
I F (I . EC!. 1) FINTER=O. 5
CALL CONl T(0.0)
C ALL CONL'= T ( 10C ► , ii )
IF(  I . Lu1. 4. OR. 1. E0. 5) (-:ALL C ON 1 ,-=;T (2. 0)
IF(I.E0.4.I:IR. I.EC!.`) FINTER=4.O
IF(I.EQ. 1) CALL C•ONLST(t^.(J)
***	 SPECIFY PLOTTING OF'T1CIN'=..
CALL LASELI(2)
CALL CON' LIP (-3 )
=+^*+ OUTPUT THE CONTOUR PLOT
CALL ERROR(Z,13,36,1,IERROR)
CALL ROTCAL (. TRUE. )
CALL ZDUMP(Z, 18,36)
CALL CuNFRM (' F4. 1) ') 	 CIS 




DO 5a(-) J=1, IMAX
X =J
CALL ')ORD(X, O. 0, XLOC, YLOC, IERR)
CALL HORLIN(MC(NTiiS(J),4,XLOC,I.7,0.0,0.0)
5'^0 CONTINUE






' / EXEC L I NKGO, RECD I0N. GO=278K
' /L INV'. SYSL IB DD USN=SYS2. WOL.FPLOT, DISP=SHR
'%*G0.FT20F001 [.ID nSN=SYS2.WRLDATAX,DISP=SHR
A-29 0001-iC71 ca0()0( ► 07 rl
CIL10(07_0
000( ►0727
CIS u, ; i07 3^:
0()v( )i)74(.)
is ► ^ m.)(1742
OOC ► ( u 1744














()0M )(lo( ► 0
0u0000 I 0
OC► (IC ► rro
( ► 0^ ► Oi,r?^i^
OOQOC ► '?^rl
^II_)( 1( ICI'=^ 71 1
Q 11l 11 11 .1 ? 7 1




C)( )C) 0 zzo 77
(_ ►pO01 Cn u_1
u( ►CII ► 11.11( i
00(101011
0()()( ► 1()2V
C ► r)CIO 1 r)40
OO^It_ ► 1 C)^.0
V000 1 (-)70
Or1Cl(. ) I C ► !:^0
00(_)01 C ► Q0
00()u 10 7J -5
C)()()O I ( )Cjj -.
0 f- IOu 1 100
Ou(.101 1 10










Vf► r )V 12240
00001300
A-30
/i;ii. FTl lF^u?1 DD D N=Y'OKLG.MA^•75, N -P=SHR 	 u!► !►U1 :10
/GC► . FT 12,F0i► l. DD DSN=Y'?K:LG. MA576, DI SP=SFIR 	 0Q001
	+^C^. FT 1 ^rV! ► 1 riD D'N= Y'=1 1.LG. MA =.77, DI'c•F'='=HR	 Ui►► ^V1 = _^?
/GiD. F'LC,TTAF'E DP DC R= ( , DEN = 1 ),LABEL=(,  rLF, , OUT),	 1 = 4!i
l'	 UN IT= (7TRACK:,, DEFER) ,VOL='-IER=1^_^48^^	 V! ► ^ ► u13<<►
/GO. FTi ► tL,F(IOI r► rj SYtii]CIT=A	 Oti ►_ ► t^l _^.c?
/* THI':• CARD IS NECE ,-7 iSARY ONLY IF DWORLD IS CALLED	 l► tu ► i ► l =7 ►?
X=1 OR 2 DEPENDING UPON DATA SET DESIRED	 C►C► C)Q1^=,^?
*
	 0Ur ► 4. ► 1 = ^i ►












nd1 - T U	 f	 ( Sin d Sin m + cos d cos m cos 
Tt ) 1I'd	 dt	 I
dl dl	 o
Consider





Consider a, b, c coast ants such unit
a	 S;n	 Sin m




Let z - cz
then (II) can be written as









j (a + b cos X) ndX	 for n - 1.2.3.4
For n- 1
	
j(a + b cos X)dX
	 a X + jb cosX dX
1
- aX + b sin X
Reduction formula for evaluating
j cosnX dX - sin X cosn-I + n=1 ( cosX-2 d X
n	 n J
	
J (a + b cosX) 2dX	 j (a 2 + tab cosX + b 2 cos 2X)dX
a 
2 
X + 2ab X1 + b2 ( sin X2 cosX + ^ J cos°X dX)
a 
2 
X + 2ab X 1 + b2 sin )(cos x_ +.L )()2	 2
a a 2 X + 2ab X1 + b 2 X ,)
Note in general
	
v 1	 f cosX dX	 Y,2 - j Cos 2 X dX
	X3 J Cos 
3X dX	 Xn - f cosX dX
A-3?
considering I and 11 We have
c.Tdl















cos z d z+ 3	 f
0
0
cos 2 z dzi
^I	
cTdl
1	 [az + b
	 cos z dz]
^	 s	
Tdl 
	 1 _	 o
c.Tdl


















tcos z d z
0
c.Td,








(a + b cos z) 3 dz
dl dl c
0
c.Tdl 	c . Tdl	 c.Tdl
c.Tdl
^— [ja3z I + 3a2b f cos z dz + 3ab 2
 f cos 2
 z dz + b3 f cos 3z dz)
Tdl "dl c 0	 0	 00
c.Tdl
- T	 c	 (a 3 z + 3a 2b X 1 + 3ab 2
 X2'• b3 a3)
dl dl	 o
sin z cos 2 z	 2
X 3 -	 3	 + 3 X1
c.Tdl






dl dz - Sin z 2 cos z + ^	 f	 cos°z dz
0	 0
Sin(c.Tdl) cos(c.Tdl)	 1+	 c.T2	 dl2 
c.Tdl	 3	 I c.T dl
X4 -	 f	 cos4z dz -	







Uo(t)	 I f 
uo (t) UP(t)dt
0
for n - 0. 1.2.3.4.5.6.
a - Sin (Dec) Sin (LAT)
b - cos Dec cos(I.AT)
2rC - T
L - ct
X 1 - Sin z
Nu00 - az + b X1
	
Sin z cos z
	
1X 2 	 2	 + 2 z
MuoI - I	 tab	 b2
ao =	 c + c X1 + c X2
	
Sin z cos t z	 .'
X3 	 	 + 3 X1
,w _	 Muo2 - 1 fa 3z + 3a 2bX 1 + 3ab 2X + b3X J
o	 c	 2	 3
Sin z cos Z 3
X4 -	 3	 + 4 X2
ue	 Muo 3 - I (a 4 z + 4a 3b)( 1 + 6a 2b 2 X2 + 4ab 3 X3 + b4X4)
X	
- Sin z cos4 
Z+	 X45	 5	 5	 3








XTML Zonal averaged daily time in hours elapsed from noon
to sunrise or sunset.
TML(L,M) Averaged zonal monthly time in hours elapsed from
noon to sunrise or sunset.
nm Daily zonal values of cosine of solar zenith angles.
KJML(L,M) Averaged zonal monthly values of cosine of solar
zenith angles.
FC(L,M) Averaged zonal monthly cloud fractions at the top of
the atmosphere.	 (input data; source: Nimbus 6.)
SALB(L,M) Averaged zonal monthly surface albedo.
XASLOP Daily zonal values of slope function of albedo at the
top of the cloud free atmosphere.
ASLOPE(L,M) Averaged zonal monthly values of slope function of
albedo at the top of the cloud free atmosphere.
XASCST Averaged daily zonal values of intercept at the top
	
I
of a cloud free atmosphere.
ASCNST(L,M) Averaged zonal monthly values of intercept at the top
of a cloud free atmosphere.
XAS Averaged daily zonal albedo at the top of a cloud
free atmosphere.
AS(L,M) Averaged zonal monthly albedo at the top of a cloud
free atmosphere.
XACLOP Averaged daily zonal values of slope function of
albedo at the top of a clouxh, atmosphere.
ACLOPE(L,M) Averaged zonal monthly values of slope function of
albedo at the top of a cloudy atmosphere.








A0049r(L,M)	 Averaged zonal monthly values of intercept at the top
of a cloudy atmosphere.
XAC	 Daily zonal albedo at the tap of a cloudy atmosphere.
AC(L,M)	 Averagaed zonal monthly albedo at the top of a cloudy
atmosphere.
ALBEDO(L,M)	 Averaged zonal monthly albedo at the top of the
atmosphere, taking into account both clear and cloudy
conditions.
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